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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

In this study, of farmer behavior in Kenya we shall attempt to 
answer-the following questions; What effect does risk have on farmer 
behavior? Are farmers efficient in their allofation of scarce resources? 
What are the bottlenecks' that; limit agricultural production? Lastly^,

“-bow responsive are farmers'to chHges in Qie price vector?'
In order to examine these questions we present a neoclassical 

model of farmer behavipr .under' conditions of uncertainty, '^•=e.-, we assume 
that rather than maximize income, farmers seek to maximize expected

- ■ utility; Bjr^ostulating ■ that the distribution of the random variable^ ----
income, is noHnalj.j^ls.hflw that maximizing ejected utility is equiva-" 
lent to maximizing a modified utility function, ..the arguments .of v*ich 
are expected return and the standard deviation of income. '

Such a formulation leads to somewhat different conclusions with 
-respect .to economic efficiency than.does the familiar profit-mlximizing 
approach. In particular, we show that a farmer will equate the marginal 
Utilities of input use into each of his crops with respect to a given 
.input, rather than equating the.marginal value products. Thus, for 

. example, the marginal value pr-o^upt of labor in coffee production would 
be higher .than the marginal value product of labor in cotton production. 
If the marginal incremtot to risk 6e^producing. coffee is higher than the 
marginal increment to risk of producing cotto^ . - .
L

' Th.e data se't which we. shall use in estimating this neoclassical 
^ iMdel Is derived from a survey (conducted by the Kenyan Gov^rbment:)- of 1500 

ffflnns throughout. Kenya. . The survey consists of monthly visits to each 
farm, as well as the collection of ,:data. at ^the beginning and end of the •

■ survey periodi Among the data collected .are alt ihputs>,:outputa, inr - •
yentdries, prices, capital values, etc. by crop by,farm. Despite.its 
defects, this data-set,-both'in terms of its inclusiyeness and the 
breadth of its; coverage, offers the economist a wealth of information . - 
rarely to be found in a less developed .country,

niis micro-level data set is used in the empirical half of this 
study to estimate Cobb-Douglas production functions for each of the -
eight enterprises surveyed—local maize, hybrid maize, coffee,.cott

Pycethrumj improved dairy,'and unimproved dairy. The estimation ' ' 
technique used'was instrumental varial^les with prices and fixed inputs 
as the instruments. It was necessary to. use such a technique in orddr. 
to avoid the simultaneous-equations bias involved to an ordinary least 
.squares approach. . ..

.5

, . ^ From'these estimates,we were ready to provide answers to the
■ questions raised above. • We foirnd that while farmers. . - - - - were efficient in

• - the allocaWon of resources they used,, they used too few inputs. This
• -indicates that one of the big bottlenecks in small-holder agricdlture 
..in Kenya is lack of credit. We also found that risk played a critical 

. farmer decision-making, and that, consequently, the reduction
. .. would have large payoffs in terms of increased expected return.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION ,■1,

L
While thei government of Kenya has as its avowed goal the crea

tion of a society guided by the principles of "African Socialism," 

[Republic of Kenyay Sessional-Paper No. 10] the means of reaching such 

'a goal are clearly capitalistic. This is especially true in agricul

ture, where the impetus of policy has been to break down,the tradi

tional communal is tic organization of-the. village, and replace it with 

a system of individually owned small farms.

By adopting a-.decentralized, market-sensitive organizat;ion of 

agriculture, the government has placed itself in the position o.f being 

primarily limited to free market tools in effecting the pace, the 

spread, the mix,'■and the quantity of agricultural output. Naturally, 

the most important of these tools, especially in the short run, are 

prices—all .kinds of prices—input prices, wages, output prices,'con

sumer goods prices,‘interme'diate goo.ds prices, the price of leisure, ** 

etc. It is through-the'judicious use of various policy instruments , 

that affect, directlj or indirectly, the prices^ farmers face,' that the 

• government c^n encourage farmers to behave in such a way 

hieve-the goals.'of the political leadership.

In this context, the present study of farmer behavior in Kenya 
under conditi^s of uncertainty becomes particularly appropriate. We 

shall attempt to answer the following questions: what effect does risk 

have upon farmer behavior? Are* farmers efficient in their allocation’

.'K

■¥

as to ac-
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of scarce resources? What are the bottlenecks that limit agricultural 

production? Most importantly^ how responsive are-farmers to changes in 

the price vector?

Before discussing in some detail the approach which we-shall 

take, it might be well to review, somewhat -briefly, the more tradi- 

‘^'*tional' approach' to the question of supply response.

. place to survey that rapidly growing literature [cf. Behrman^'Dean, 

j^dy, Krishna, 1967, and Stem for detailed bibliographies of this ques

tion]. Rather, we should like to discuss the as'sumptlons upon'which 

most of these studies are based, and 'the shortcomings entailed in these 

assumptions.

Almost all of these studies are.macroeconomic time-series, and

most of them are based on the pioneering work of Nerlove [Nerloye^l95'8]:,<

. ^. In general this means they estimate equations in'which the dependent

variable is typically area planted under the crop in question at a given

- , time, while the indep^dent variables include various formulations .of

the lagged dependent variables, expected price, climatic conditions, and 
• "» ", * 

expected values for other economic variables, particularly, prices of

subst-ifaites.

%

This is not the

. The first problem with such a formulation lies in the-choice of 

acreage as the deperident variable. If all other Inputs Increased in. 

the same proportion as acreage, and if production exhibited constwt re

turns to scale, then the»-output Elasticity would be roughly et^uivalent 

to the elasticity of land inputs. In fact,' however, "other factors of 

production (particularly thps.e -vdiich the farmer must purchase in the

marketplace) are not ^likely to increase, in the same proportion as land
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Moreover as these inputs are likely to have a high marginal 

product relative to their price (they are in short supply due to the' 

farmer's limited access to credit) output is likely to increase by,a 

much smaller proportion than does acreage. Thus; to so^ extent, these .

Inputs.

• V-

studies over-estimate the elasticities of'output ^th respect to price.

Secondly, the'whole question of risk is generally ignored, or, 

treated nominallyi The Importance-of risk in the farmer's decisi^- 

making process cannot be overstated. Not only are future prices uncer

tain, hut equally important, future output is also highly, variable.

This is especially true, as we shall, see, in Kenya. The presence of 

risk not only has a critical effect on farmer bSavior, but also leads 

to th^. misspecificatiion of most supply response functions, sinc^isk 

enters quadfatically into the-decision-making process.

; The other objections to the macroeconomic'approach-deal with, 

errors of omisSlpn, rether thsui errors of commission. These studies do-

not really have that much to tell us about how responsive farmers-are, 

only how responsive they seem to be given the economic conditions they 

In other words, they tell us^ nothing about whatfind themseLy^es in. 

the price-response would be'were some of the constraints upon resource ■ ■

use lifted.^ Moreover, such studies shed no light at all on the in- 

.creasingly critical policy problem-of urban unemployment. If the flow,
Miracle and Fetter [1970] noted, for example, that thfe obser

vation, so common in the early colonial period in Africa, that there was 
.a backward-bending-supply curve for labor, need not be explained by such 
circumventions as the "target worker" theory [Elkan], Bather, there 
was a ready. explanation in the fact that staying on the farm was more 
profitable than working for Europeans. It was only the need for cash 

- due to taxes that fdrced Africans into wage employment.

9 A.
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Iof migrants to th.e city is to be reduced, real wages must rise in the

““s relative to wages in urban ar^s [Rempel, Todaro. and'Harris]. 

An Important question related to agricultural prictog policy theiT is 

rfiat are thh empl^entTg^erating effects of changes In agricultural

Bie present study is -intended to meet these objections, and • 

to raise these questions, '

There are three primary'parts into which this study can be

■tS

- '-r':

prices.

i.

divided:
A

(1) A descriptive" section (Chapter II*) which briefly 

descril>es the place of agriculture in the Kmyan 

economy, the ecological and "ihstitutional coiytraints 

which limit farmers' choices, and the impcrt^ce of

, risk to the Kenyan’^farmer;

(2) ’' A theoretical section (Chapter llD i^ich presents

neo-classical model of farmer behavior under, 

taihty, and which derives.from this model both 

elusions concerning the type of behavior that would 

Imply economic efficiency, and expressions for the,

. supply response to price;

-i

;.:xr

vV

uncer-

con-
y.

i ..t.

•(3) An empirical section (Chapters IV to VII) xgfaich 

(a) described 'the data set, which-we shall use; (b)

estimates Cobb-Douglas production functions .for the 

eight most.important enterprises in-small-scale

V

Kenyan agriculture; (c) exai^nes the proposition that 

■ Kenyan farmers, are efficient in their allocation of 

scarce resources; and (d) calculates price responses.

« .

; V.
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• i:
^ given the production functions estimated in Chapter 

V, and the theoretical modej. presented in-Chapter

r

III.

The next chapter sets, somewhat more concretely, the stage upon 

which this scenario is to be played out. In Chapter II we' provide a
I

brief overview of the general environment, both physical and institu

tional, within which the Kenyan farmer lives. We begin with a dis- 

„ cuasion .of.the organization of'agriculture in .Kenya and its importance - 

to the Kenyan, economy. In particular, we would like to make clear the
•cu

^ distinction between-...large farms (over twenty .hectares.) and small farms.

,1s the latter group of farms, ch^acteribed by-'S mixed subs is tance- 

commerclel mode of prpductionj which we will bevstudying. IJie second 

half of Chapter II deals with the effects of the ecological and insti- 

■ , - ^ ^tutional s.etbing upon-, farmer behavior.

.  that Kenya's.great seasonal variability in climatic conditions make

agricultural production very risky, and that' the rudimentary

. r
In particular, we.,.will argue

nature of

. many markets Imposes Important constraints limiting the scale o'f agri

cultural' output.

:•
- :

'.V
: The theoretical foundation of this study,can be found in Chap

ter III, in which we present a microeconomic model of the farmer 

ecpected utility maximizer. By imposing certain conditions upon the 

. .utility.function, we are able to derive a family of utility functions 

which are in consonance with both pur intuitive beliefs and prior, em-

as

pirical- findings. Given this specification of the utility function, it 

■ is possible to derive the first-order conditions for expected utility 

: maxlmtzatibn. Such a formulation leads to somewhat different conclusions
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with respect to economic efficiency than does the familiar profit- 

maximization approach. In particular we show that a farmer will equate 

the marginal utilities of input use into each of his crops with respect 

to a given inputs rather than equating the marginal value products.

“^~Thus^ forT'example']; the" margins

ddction would be higher than the marginal value product
;^ue producrof~labor in coffee pro

of labor in

cotton production, if the marginal .increment to risk of producing cof- 

• fee.is higher than the marginal increment to risk in producing cotton.
'J

Most Importantly, we show in Chapter III, that by taking the 

total derivative of the first-order conditions, it is possible to de

rive dX^/dPj, the change in the use of input i,.;given a change in the 

j^th price. Note that the elasticities calculated. from'this exoression 

are based on the assumption that farmers will 

their'utilities as'

'■ »

continue to maximize

the price vector changes. Secondly, oi.course, these 

are marginal elasticities, ^d really do 

Inlirice.^'' m they ate predicate^
pertain forJLarge-changesnot

on instantaneous adjustment.

- lastly, they are.short-run elasticities, in that the model-deals only

_with a crop-year, within which both^ the type and quantity of capital 

^ stock is fixed., ,

We begin the empirical study in Chapter,IV with a description 

basic data set which we shal.l use. *Tlie Statistics Division of 

the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning of the Republic of Kenya 

has been conductingJaimual surveys of a sample of small fami throughout 

Kenya. It has'collected data on 1500 farms-from seventeen districts in

■ peas most heavily devoted to agriculture. \,ae.survey consists bf - 

motithly visits to each farm, aiS well as the collection of data at the

jj :■/
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beginning and* end of each r;Ranting year. Among-the data collected are 

all inputs, outputs, inventories,^prices, capital values, debt obliga

tions, -non-farm income, subsistence consumption,..saving, and the like. 

The particular year which we shall study, 1969/70, was the second year.

. : A

_ that this survey had been; undertaken. Despite its defects, and they

are discussed at some length in Chapter IV, this data-set, both in

terms of its inclusiveness and the breadth of its- coverage, offers the

' '• scono'^st^a wealth of ihformatidn rarely, to be found anywhere. let

alone.in the less, developed areas of the"world.

In the first half of Chapter V, using an instrumental variables 

technique,'^ estimate the parameters of the modli presented in Chap- 

Thqse p^am,eters consist of .the production elastif^ities. of 

■~Cobb-D6ugras’ production functions for each of the 

■ sjiall. be studying--hybrid laaize/ local maize, cotton, coffee, pyxethrum, 

^“P^^oyed-dairy,..and unimpjcpyed .dairy.,

- —Beters,. .we .also :need..e3timates;- of'fhe

'>■

ter III.

eight enterprises we

In addition to these para^^

^-exogenous-variables, of-.the..model, . ..,, 
the variance-covariance matrix of the random fluctuations 'in output 

and price. The second half of Chapter V-presents, a simple expectational 

model, and using district-level time series of out-put and price, esti

mates this matrix.

^ In Chapter vl we deal more-directly with some of the questions.

- ..tailed at_the .beginning .of. ;this Introduction.- Are” famers efficient? • 

How important is risk? What are the effective constraints upon agri

cultural output? Examination of the marginal value products 

•foom these estimated produdtion functions.indicated that while farmers 

: were efficient in allocating the resources

derived

they used, they used too
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■ few Inputs, particularly, those input?’which they had to purchase- 

capital, hired labor, fertilizers, seeds, etc. This indicates that one 

of the big bottlenecks in small-holder agriculture in Kenya is-lack of 

credit. We also found that risk-aversion played a critical role in 

farmers' decision-making, and that consequently, the,reduction of risk 

woul.d have large pay-offs in terms of increased expected return.

In the first half of.the last Chapter, we calculate the Kenyan 

farmer's short-run response to price. -The elasticities'calculated in

/

-Chapter VII indicate that (1) farmers are-very responsive to price.

(2) risk is a critical component of the farmer's calculations, and that
■ A.

■ ’ ^

(3) there may be very large labor-generating, effects; of increased agri- '

cultural production. The second half of Chapter VII smmnarizes 

results, offers some indication of what these results imply for rural 

■ development strategy in Kenya, and discusses-someu further lines 

search.

our

of re- .

I
i
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CHAPTER TI

KENYAN AGRICULTURE: AN OVERVIEW

• i •

The purpose of , this chapter is‘ to describe the institutional 

and ecological constraints ’which affect Kenyan farmer's decisions. In, 

particular, we are interested in describing how climatic hnd geographi

cal . conditions on the one hand,, and governmental policies on the other, 

limit the range of decisions available .to the farmer. We shall discuss,

in turn, the general setting of Krayan agriculture, Kenya's great cli-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ■* ' '*

matic variability, and the marketing andrpricin^,policies ’which affect . 

farmer behavior, ' ' .

:■ The first section deals with the role of agriculture within the 

■ Kenyan economy. Approximately 40 percent of ’Gross Domestic Product

and 75 percent of total employment are generated by the agricultural>/« __ - —

sector. Agricultural production in. Kenya actually comprises two'

, . distinct sub-sectors—large farms and small farms. The former, located 

in areas which-once excluded Africans from owning land, are strictly 

^ ■- ■ 'commercial farms, in that ^ey market most of their output and p.urchase

most of their inputs. The farms in the small farm sub-sector, on the 

. ' other hand, afe'^in transition from subsistance forms of agriculture 

to commercial agriculture. They market approximately 40 percent of 

what they produce, and purchase fr^nn 10-20 percent of theit labor in- ■: 

puts. It is thl^ latter subsector, within which most Africans 

their livelihood, vhich will be the subject of the present study.

'1 ,

..V

earn
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Section XI'deals Mth the effect of the geography of Kenya upon 

agricultural production and farmer decision-making. In Kenya, the 

ecological factors which affect agricultural production—rainfall, t^- 

perature, and soil type—depend, to a large ext^t, upon altitude 

Since altitude varies widely, within Kenya,, a large number of crops, 

techniques, and factor-proportions are evident, ranging from ,land-

intensive temperate crops such as iKheat to labor-intensive tropical

crops such as tea. These ecological conditions not only exhibit, great 

spatial -variety, but are also largel3f,,variant from year tfo Con-year,

sequently, agricultural production is very uncertain. Kenya is subject

- to periods of drought 'md periods of flood, and thi farmer thus makes.-

his decisions in a very,uncertain environment, and any model of farmer 

behavior must take into account the Importance o.f risk-,

■ The third';Section deals with the institutional setting,-with - -

' emphasis on marketing arrangements.. Of the six crops which

we will be studying, three (cotton, dairy products,' and maize) have 

their prices set,prior.to the crop year. The prices of two others, tea

are set on the world market, iii which Kenyan production 

plays a very small part. Thus for these five crops Kenyan far^rs are 

price-takers. In addition to the setting of prices, the government

limits the scope of farmer decisions in several other ways;’ acreage 

limitations and the licensing of the production of such crops ^as coffee

and pyrethrum; the prbyision of credit for the purchase of inputs; and

the Imposition of land registration and enclosure.
. :• •«

r...
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Xhe fourth section concludes the chapter by drawing out the imr 

plications of this setting upon farmer behavior. ‘ In particular, we 

discuss the place of maize as a subsistence crop, the degree of freedom 

available to the farmer in allocating his 

of-risk in farmer decision-making.

■%

resources, and the importance '

I. AGRICULTURE IN THE KENYAN ECONOMY

Like most African countries, per capita income in Kenya is low 

($140) by international standards. However, the post-independence 

period has produced a record of steady, if not spectacular, growth.

From 1964 to 1969, Gross‘Domestic Product at Factor Cost rose from 

330.94 million pounds Kenyan to 449.93 million pounds at constant

prices, m average annual increase of 6.3 percent-[Statistical Abstract. 

P. 13]. During the same period; 1962 to 1969, however, populatibn rose 

_ by an average annual rate of 3.9 percent [Economic Survey, pp. 4-7];

thus, per capita income rose only by an annual rate of 2.4 percent.

A sectoral breakdown of GDP is presented in Table ll-l. 

be, seen, from the table, 24^ 7 percent of GDP is estimated to originate 

outside the monetary sector.

As can

If we add to this the value of the agri- 

_ ; cultural product which is marketed, we can see that the rural sector

produces 39.7 percent of Kenya's Gross Domestic Product. But this, in 

many ways, understates the Importance of the agricultural areas« to the

national economy. Agricultural products accounted for-about sixty per

cent of total export value in 1967 [Development'Plan,
1970-1974. p, 191], 

and^ as estimated by the IMF, employed about 1,2 of Kmya's 1,6 million

femilies in 1966 [International Monetary Fund, p. 142], While economic
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T&BI£ II-l

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT--1968

Percentage of total gross product at Constant Prices

A. Outside Monetary Economy

Agriculture 
Other

20.5
4.2

B. Monetary Economy

Agriculture
^Manufacturing
Construction
Transport
Wholesale and Retail. Trade 
Other

14.5
9.9
2.8
9.'3
9.6

13.9 

13.9

.9 '

100.0
«■=..

Source; Statistics Division, Ministry of Finance and Economic 
Planning, Republic of Kenya, Statistical Abstract. 
1970. p.- 33. - - - - - - - - —- ’

C. Govenment .....

D. . . Private Households

Total Gross Product

• G

development is not synonymous with agricultural progress, it'will be im- 

possible for Kenya to achieve any of its economic goals (universal, 

freedom from want, disease, and exploitation; equal opportunity for -ad-' 

vmcement; and high.and growing per'capita incomes, equitably distri- 

■ buted. among the population) without considerable growth and moderniza

tion of'its rural society;

This has been'^recognized in the Second Kenyan Development'Plan

(1970-1974) ftdiich has gone to great lengths to increase public inputs 

. into the rural sector. "The key strategy to this plan is 

^•^.J^^asing share of the total resources available
to direct an

to. the nation' towards
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the rural areas. The government believe^that" it is only through an 

accelerated development of the rural areas that balanced economic. 

development can be achieved, that the necessary growth of employment 

opportunities can be generated, and that the people as a whole can 

participate in the development process;"'[Development Plan, p. 2}.

II. THE ECOLOGICAL SETTING

- Kenya is situated on the great plateau of East Africa, strad

dling the equator. The most striking geographical feature is the Great 

Rift Valley, flhich bisects the country, dotted b^^a string of lakes 

from Rudolph in the North' to Magadi in the South, 

the southem.half of ,the Rift rise extremely fertile highlands and 

grasslands-^-from Lake Victoria in the West to the areas around snow

capped Mt. Kenya iii the central part of- the country.

i
■-?

£. .On both sides of

• o . - .

To the east and

north of the Highlands-, the land_drpps off to a semi-arid scrubland 

and desert, populated mainly by nomadic pastorallsts and wildlife. 

Along tdie coast runs another fertile area which is more tropical In 

.vegetation.

5

I

c:

■ There are four main agricultural areas in Kenya (cf. fig. II-l): 

(1) The Lake Victoria .Littoral
>

The Lake Victoria region is the most densely populated agricul- 

— tural area in Kenya.' ^e dominant tribal groups are the Luos in 

Nyanza Province and the Luhyas in Western Province.- Although there is

some coffee grown in this area, the main crops are maize and cotton. 

Per.capita-income, because of high population density and low cash .
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crop potential, is generally low, although it is supplemented by' the 

wages of the large number of men vdio migrate to urban areas.
•J (2) The Rift Valiev and Associated Highlands .

This area, located to the east of Lake Victoria, ranges in al

titude from 5000-9000 feet. Mich'of this land had been reserved for 

Europeans during the-Colonial period, as the climate is temperate and 

the arei is. suitable for large-scale farming of grains such as -v^eat 

md Inaize. ,The-indigenous population, ' the Kipsigls, Nandi, and Gusii, 

were originally pastoralists, but have stace taken to growing a large 

variety of crops, although the temperate patterns of maize, ^wheat, 

and livestock products predojninate. The Kisil HighlaSs, lying in the 

Western part of :this region,, are the bes't tea-growing areas, in Kenya,

although much of the tea grown here is produced on large, European-
. . . . . . . . . ;■ ■ .... ‘ .

owned plantations. In-addition, coffee and pyrethrum are.grown' in.

. substantial quantities. '

. (3) The Central Highlands

The area around 'Mt. Kenya, home of the Kikuyu and associated 

tribes, is the-most developed small-holder region in Kenya. Although' ' 

the rugged terrain limits the effective size of the farin, it is here 

that cash-cropping has achieved its greatest success, with tea, coffee, 

pineapples, and pyrethrum all grovm in abundance. Nevertheless, per 

capita incomes are limited because of high population densities.

(4) Pie Coastal Plains ~

. - This is the only truly tropica.l area in Kenya. . 'Here, in addi

tion to tree crops, maize and cotton are grown. While population den

sity isn't as high as in some other areas, the opportunities to grow

■•-fe
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the more profitable crops of coffee and tea are lacking, and agricul-

tural income in the coastal areas is relatively low. District ievel- -

data, -on agricultural income and factor-use, derived' from the- Small 

Farm Saiq)le Cost Survey, 1969-1970, are presented in Table II-2..,. '

In Kenya, temperature and rainfall depend mainly on altitude. 

Thus, - areas relatively close together can have widely divergent cli

mates and agricultural potential. In the Central Province District of 

Muriig's, for exan^ile, l^d belo^ 5500'feet, Star Grass areas, have a 

climate suitable for coffee, while land above 5500 feet, Kikuyu Grass

zones, are also suitable for tea and pyrethrum.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ " ■ ' ■

These'ecological conditions not only exhibit ^eat spatial

■ variety, ■ but, also are' largely variant from year to year,. At least one

year in ten is,a flood year, and two years in'ten have, at,least,

: Ideally severe, drought'(c'f. Table-II-4 for annual rainfall data).- .
• * , _  _ » . ...

_ Thus maize, the basic su^istance crop, is in surplus one year and in

• deficit, another. Table II-3 presents the annual trade balance of

maize from 1960 to 1969.

, . .. Jt is this great uncertainty wifli respect to weather conditions,

, particularly as it affects .the subststance'crops of maize-and dairy .

^ . products, that makes resource allocation decisions 'so difficult for

farmers in Kenya, and makes inappropriate any study of this'decision

making process which fails to take into explicit - account the que.stion < 

of risk.

The risk problem is compounded by the nature of maize marketing 

in Kenya, Both the selling and buying price of maize are fixed at the
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4

TABLE II-3
'if

NET EXPORTS OF MAIZE, 1960-1969
■% ■

V
Net ExportsImports

minus
Reexports

Exports 
(metric 

■ . tons)

Year

9322261960 9348

-1019471021301831961

34575255901962 60165

87428-361963 .87392

264 6311964 895

-81280814521721965

-1434421434441966 2 <.

79845' 73 797721967

39 277475* 1968 277514

140705.140768 631969

f

Source; Statistical Abstract, 1970, pp. 45, 57*

7'
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TABLE II-4

VARIATION OF ANNUAL RAINFALL
•% / Long Period Number of years in 35-year period vrtien annual 

Mean rainfall varied from long period mean
District

more than
50-75% ■75-125% 125-150% 150%

less than 
50%inches

2 1. 72. 93 0 1 31Kericho

1 2 00 3272.59Eak^ga

Sotlic 33^ •53.-69 1 0:0 1

31 5- 23 350.17Kiambu

11 1 . 30 248. 98Bungoma

1 31 3 043.78 0Nandi

5 ,25 ' 5• 0 0Nyandarua 41.03 

-36.83 25 ^1 5Nyari -

Mefu 35.56 . ■ 1 - • 7 22 3 •2 -

I MurangVa . 33.03 1 6 24 4 0

• Taita 25.16 1 10 15 ■ 7 2

Nakuru 23.63 0 6 23 4 2

. Average 

Percentages

4.08 26.17 , 3.250.5 1.0

1.4 11.7 74.8 9.3 2.9

... Source: National Atlas of Kenya (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1972), 
P» 18. . .

.*•
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begihriing of the crop year; Because of the substantial costs of mar

keting and distribution^ there generally exists a large wedge between 

the price at vdiich a farmer can sell his maize, and the price at which

he can buy it. ^ In-general, under conditions of certainty, themost. .

efficient allocation of bis resources leads him not to enter the mar

ket at all, producing just that quantity of maize sufficient for his-

However, as the-output of maize is a random variable._

■ he will normally pl^t more maize than he will> on average,, require, in 

supply of maize for his,, consumption needs should

■s

own needs [Karani]

order to ensure a
■ T;

it be a bad year. - . . . . .

Maize policy.is critical because it is the staple crop in Kenyal 

■ In most areas, no matter”what other crops the farmer grows, he will be 

;-. grotring.maize for his own needs. It is estimated that about 95 percent 

of ali maize grown, nh small' farms never reaches the market, but^is con- 

' suined bh the farm. It seems clear- that the current two-price maize

policy increases the risk the farmer must bear, and thus, in order to 

lower risk, farmers are likely to make choices which trade off expected 

^ return “for risk, ^e next section discusses the institutional arrange

ments, ^ich affect the farmer's relationsTiip with factor and product 

-markets, " - .

.III. INSTITaTIONAL SETTING

Kenya's enclosure movement began in 1955. Prior to_ ^ 

, that time, tenure was accorded in consonance with traditional-laws

Tenure Patterns.

• '

/such policy is not limited to Kenya. For an example from 
Rhodesia, cf. Massel and Johnson [1968]. f.
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_. Among the. pastoral Masai, for. example, all land .was held in common, and.

individual ownership was unthinkable, while the Kikuyu had a century- 

long history of individual ownership of arable land, with communal - 

ownership of grazing land [Maina], For many reasons, mostly political/ 

the Colonial government began nwvlng toward.consolidation and registra

tion of individual land holdings, and enclosing common lands in areas 

of high'population density, tribal receptivity, and hli^ cash crop 

potential,. This policy was continued'and accelerated by the Kenyatta

■1,

Government;

During the first ten years of the program (1956-196'5), 700,000 

hectares of land were registered, mainly in Central Scovince FDevelop- . 

ment Plan. 1970-19741. .After a study by a mission of inquiry he’aded by 

Mr. J. C. D. lawerence, it was decided to speed up this consolidation 

and registration by streamlining-procedures. Hie planned areas oi re- , ' 

gistratlon.are listed in Table II-5. As can be seen there are still

AREA OF LAUD REGISTERED BY PROVINCE, 1968/69TABLE II-5.
1

Province Area Registered Arable Area Percent 
f'OOO hectares) ('000 hectares) Registered

Central 
Eastern
Rift (Nandi and Kericho)

■■ Western
Nyanza ‘ ,

Source: -^Xolumn l-'-Statistics Division, MFEP, Economic Survey. 1970. ,
P, .75;

Column 27-Statlstics Division, MFEP, Statistical Abstract. 
1970. pp. 82-83. .

378.3 
188. 0

586.3 '
839.7 
414.1
722.7 

1091.0

62.8
22.4
14.8
45.8

61.0
331.5
74.2- 6.8
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ment began a large scale resettlement scheme—the purchase,and distri

bution to African farmers of about one million acres of formerly 

European-owiied land in the '^White Highlands." In point of fact there 

were two resettlement schemes—a high density one idiich. was-mainly. 

directed towards settling the large nunier of landless Afritans ^

_ — created by eaiclosures in Central Province, and a low density progrm, 

whose goal.was to create-Kulak class of African farmers using modem 

"techniques and earning about one hundred pounds Kenyan ($280) per

annum.. By 1970, the government had succeeded in creating in many parts 

of Kenya an apiculture-organized into individually owned plots, where, ■ 

presumabiy, hard/-work-,^d a Puritanical work ethic could combine to 

generate develo^ent of smail-holder agriculture.

: ~ Mhrkatihg and Pficesi" lhltia:tive and hard work will avail little'/ '

A...

A however, if ogportunities for making profits are non-existent. Of prime 

importance to rural development.,is the creation of a marketing struc

ture which provides the farmer with the right price -signals in allo- 

.. eating, scarce resources.' For many historical reasons, marketing insti- 

- tutions are pervaded by governmen,t laws, restrictions, and organizations. 

, Figures ll-l presents,, in. schematic form, the progress of agricultural 

production from farm to consumer.

Maize. While maize is the most important commodity produced on small 

farms, a large propqrtiqn (95 percent) is never marketed fWho Controls. 

Industry in Kenya, p. 1]. Of the total quantity of marketed maize,

^ ^ ^ fis produced on large farms. All maize must be marketed 

through the Maize and Produce Board which has statutory power to store.
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distribute, purchase, and sell maize and other produce [Who Controls.;«, 

p. 2]. It enlists regional produce boards as its agents in buying 

* maize, sends the maize to’millers, and fixes their profit margins.

Producer prices are fixed before each planting year by the Minister of 

Agriculture, and are subject to the Marketing Board's costs of trans

portation and distribution. Consumer prices for maize and maize meal 

■ are fixed by the Price Control Ordinance [Chapter 504 of the Laws of 

Kenya], However/ a large black market exists, especially in Western 

Kenya, and if is estimated that some 100,000 bags of maize are' ille

gally sold in Uganda amually [Report of the Maize Commission of In

quiry. p. 51],

Coffee. Unlike maize, there are no coffee price supports. However, in 

1963 Kenya joine4 t:he International Coffee Agreement,* and has subse- 

.quently refused to allow any further expansion of coffee acreage. All- 

,coffee grown oh small farms is sold to producer co-operatives who pro

cess the coffee and sell it to the Kenya Coffee Marketing Board. This 

board then sells the coffee at weekly auctions in Hairobi, averages 

the prices over the year, deducts operating costs and a one percent tax 

for research purposes, and pays the co-operatives on the basis of 

quality. There is some distortion of relative grade "prices—penalizing 

lower"grade coffee and rewarding the better grades [Westlake and 

■ Smith].' ' - ’ ' ^ ■ , ,

Tea. The production of tea has spread rapidly throughout the small

holder sector.' The' Kenya Tea Development Authority was created in 1964 

to organize and develop the production of tea among African farmers. 

Smallholder production of tea has risen from-1,6 percent of total Kenyan

V..
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tea production in‘1961 to 16.7 percent in 1968 [ Statistical Abstract, 

1970, p. 69]. The KTDA processes the tea through its factories, and. 

then sells it to agents ^o market it in London.' The Kenya Tea Board 

supervises the licensing and regulaWon of tea growing and processing, 

and undertakes "research into all matters, relating to Idie .tea Industry" 

[Cap. 343. of the Laws of Kenya]. Like coffee, the price of tea is 

'. determined by the world market.

. -'Pvrethrunu " Kenya -is the world' s largest" producer of pyrethrum, a f lower 

from which pyrethrin, a powerful insecticide, is extracted. It has also 

"became the first, and thus far only, significant crop once grown pre- 

" dominately by Eiiropeans-where-Africans now produce more than half Sf. . .

total..output," rDevelopment Plain. 1970-1974. p., 69]... -Much"of the con

trol in this enterprise is directed. toward licensing production and ■

controlling output" so as to keep prices hl^ According to the Pyre-
■ ' ■ ■ ...

V thrum Act "of 1964, control is'vested in a Pyrethrum Board.appointed by

the Minister of Agriculture '!to license pyrethrum growers according to 

the annual quota determined by the Marketing Board," and a marketing 

board, also appointed hXp*^^® Minister of Agriculture to determine the 

quote of pyrethrum flowers to be produced annually, purchase all ' 

pjhrethrum flowers, control processing, and expo'rt pyrethrum extract. 

Prices paid farmers depend to a large extent on the.amount produced in 

Kenya. _ . .

Cotton. Cotton is only grown by, small farmers, in Western Kenya, and, 

along the Coast.-.-Marketing is the responsibility of the Cotton Lint 

and Seed Marketing Board, which purchases cotton from growers tiirough 

its-agents, at a fixed price set each year by the Minister of

V
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■Agriculture. Most dotton is eaqiorted, but a large proportion is also 

marketed domestically. Cotton ginneries are owned privately, and are

■i ensured a fixed return.

In 1958 the Kenya Dairy Board was established with the jtonowingMilk^
■v-—

-functiohs; ' (1) Organization, regulation,, and development of efficient 

'production; (2) Improvement of the quality of milk; and (3) stabiliza- " 

tlon of producer prices _ [Klemm, p. 3].' Uie KDB purchases its milk 

througji its agent, the Kenya Co-operative Creameries, Ltd., a co-opera

tive society which, now has a majority .^f African members, hnd which 

handles 93 percent of dairy product sales '[Who Controls Industry in

~~~KaiivaT'p7361r~~lfre"lpac^"structure”for-milk^-^is-exttemelv-compiicated ....

and variega,ted, depending .bn geographical location and the producer

pool the famer is associated-with,- The highest price is paid to. . .  •••-.— • ...... ^ ,

quota milk, primarily-milk' for human consumption. In. order to enter '

- this pool a farmer has to maintain a constant supply of milk throughout ’ 

the dry season. Any additional milk production above his.quota can be 

sold into the second pool (the contract pool) at a lower price. Con- . 

tract milk is used to satisfy the manufacturing requirements of the

- dairy industry, and a producer is allowed to fall 25 percent below his ' 

.contraict without being penalized. The lowest price milk is separated

■ r for-cream, and is a residual after tie first two obligations have been, 

met- [Klenm, pp. 18-19], ■ , . '

African farmers sell their milk to co-operatives which in turn

- -?bll to; other agricultural commodities, the^farm-

efficiency of distribution and marketing of 

^ as on transportation costs.

—•
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i-Factor Markets; As we have already noted, there are four primary fac

tors in agricultural production--land, labor, capital, and purchased in

puts. Of these land, most labor, and some capital can be classified as 

traditional inputs, that is, inputs owned by the farmer, for xrfiich there 

are few markets; the rest are modem inputs,' and their availability de

pends on the marketing structure. This distinction is made more for^ 

heuristic than analytical reasons.. We should now like to discuss both 

• of these two groups in somewhat greater detail.

!

— Traditional Inputs; As can be seen in Table II-2, the bulk of the
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .: ■ . “;' . ; '

.. ■'^" inputs,-into-agricultural production can be classified as traditional, >•

non-marketed inputs. Unfortunately, this implies that to'some extent, 

at least, the total volume of agricultural .inputs'are limited. Cer

tainly, in the short-run (crop-year), the supply.of such traditional 

factors as capital (native grades of livestock, buildings, some tools), 

and land are fixed. This .is not as true of family labor, whiclj as we 

shall se^ is in surplus (especially in the slack seasons). A large pro

portion of fam households,, especially in densely populated areas, earn

Thus, while changes in output and input ^sizable incomes off the farm,
- ' » C

^prices are not likely to effect the total quantity of land and capital ’

used, they could lead to the increased emplo^^ent of family labor in 

, rural areas.

(2) ■ Modern Factors; Somewhere between ten and twenty percent of all 

labor Inputs on small farms are purchased on the market (Table II-2, 

Col. 10). Unfortunately, annual data do'not tell the whole story. as
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• \ most of these inputs‘are purchased during peak seasons. Since, in any ■

region, harvesting and planting will take place at basically the same 

time, and since tribal prejudices tend to discourage in-migration of 

workers from areas which may be experiencing slack seasons, it may be ■■ ~

-that the'total quantity ot h^^ labor available to farmers d:uring 

periods of peak demand is limited [Omlnde],

For other inputs, markets are better articulaited, although 

there are indications that some degree of monopoly prevails [Maize ; 

Commission of Inquirvi, The real problm facing the ambitious farmer,

that is, the famer who is attempting'to expand productioh'or undertake
- ' ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ' ., - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ■ ■

^ -:'.:inno.vatlona and upgrading of his capital stock, is the scarcity of short

term and medium-term credit, -^ricultural credit-in Kenya, in-e'ccor-
- 7 ■ - ■ ' ■■ - ,

dance with the policy anphasis„_given to enclosure, resettlement, and 

land regis tration .has-largely been, directed toward long term loan.s ..for 

‘-land purchase, LoShs of the medium term for capital equipment 

(especially for modem breeds ,of dairy cattle), and for the crop year 

for current senses such as fertilizer and wages, have been given 

short shrift,•though this pattern has been changing slowly (cf. Table 

.11-6,. ' ■ . . .  ■ ■ ■',

-i

/

As we shall see "this limited capital availability constitutes 

• one-of the most important bottlenecks to increased agricultural pro

duction," - . _ ■

"V ,r. ,
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TABLE II-6. PATTERNS OF CREDIT, 1964-1968

Long Term Short Term Total
Kenyan Percent
Pounds of Total

Kenyan ■ Percent Kenyan.
Pounds of Total PoundsYear

1964 . 1233000 57.9 895762 42.1 2128762

54.1 9^1193 45.9 20911721965 1130000

1966 655000 56.4 506360 43.6 1161360

1967 . 98000 25.0 295557 75.0 393557

Source;. Statistics Division, Ministry of Finance and Economic
Planning, Republic, of Kenya“ Statistical Abstract. 1970. 
pp. 118-119. ^—- - -

IV. CONCLUSIONS ' ‘ ,>

We have discovered that dufr to climatib conditions, agricultural 

, , production in Kenya, is. an inherently risky undertaking. This risk, has '

' - ^ been compounded by 'the dual pricing policy for maize which leads m6st

farmers to attempt to produce just that amount of maize which will feed 

their family. However, the same environment which makes agricultural 

production so uncertain, provides the type of climate which permits fer- 

. mers togrow a variety of ccpps. And it is this ability to grow more 

thmi one crop in a.given area which allows farmers-to reduce risk in 

•much the same way that a wealth-holder reduces risk by diversifying his 

portfolioi . -

C'

We have also learned that the farmer's choices limited by'are

-institutional and marketing arrangements; that, for example, no 

plantinp of coffee or pyrethrum are allowed without
new

a license, and

that most domestic prices are set prior to the crop year. Most
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impq^antly, we .have ^en that credit scarcity limits, 

the scale of agricultural output, 

farmer behavior under conditions of uncertainty, using’the information 

we have just outlined.

to some degree.

The next chapter details a model of

t

:

t

■ i-

. .•

4

V?:-



CHAPTER.. Ill

A NEOCLASSICAL MODEL OF FARMER BEHAVIOR IN K^A

In this chapter we shall present a model of farmer behavior in 

Kenya, incorporating explicitly the question of risk. By using the neo- 

classical approach to the problem of decision-making under uncertainty, .
... 4

we.deirive first-order conditions for expected utility, maximization, 

calculate price-responses, and derive a pair of hypotheses wh^ch permit 

us to test the general specification of the model.

Accordingly, Section II presents a neoclassicaj model of
r

.. decision-making under iincertataty, and demonstrates, that, given.both 

a utility function with nice properties, and the probability distribu- 

tibn of the random varinble. Income, we have all the information 

■ necessary to determine the allocation of resources that will maximize 

expected utility.

We then set out, in Section III, to generate reasonable-speci

fications of the.utility function and of the probability distribution 

of income. Considerations involving the property of decreasing absolute ^ 

risk aversion lead us to specify that the utility^^^nction have a semi-

• l6gar^.,thmic form. Similarly, analytic simplicity, and the desirability
... ... ■ ^ . - , - - '

of having-a probability distribution completely described by its first 

two moments, lead us to assume that the'distribution of income is nor- • 

mal..

i11i

I
3

t

u

■4

Section IV contains the mathematical heart of this chapter.

Using a semi-logarithmic utility function and a normal distribution of

i
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;

income, conditions for the maximization of expected utility are 

generated." It is these first-order conditions for expected utility 

maximization which form the econometric model which wh will later esti--

T

■ .Ji.i

mate.
!

Sections V and VI are direct results.of the maximization condi 

■ tipns generated, in ..the analytical section. In the former, we derive 

testable hypotheses concerning rational behavior and economic efficiency. 

■Given pur model,,we show what relationships should pertain among the- 

marglnal value products of any set of inputs across crops, if farmers 

behave in an efficient manner.

_ r^ponSe'equations by totally differentiating the fitst-order xondi- ’ 

tions.

In the latter we calculate price-

, The last section discusses the links, between the malytical 

material presented' in this chapter; and the econometric study that is - 

I .to fpllpv. There are three steps in this econometric procedure;

■ (1) estimating the model

(2) testing the model
• • ■ " - *>

(3) calculating the supply-response elasticities 

These three tasks will be the subject of the second half of this.study. '

r. ■,

,11. ' A HEOCIASSICAb MODEL OF FARMER BEHAVIOR UNDER COiroiTIONS OF UNCER^

■' TAmiTf

As. Tedford has noted [p. 1354], basic decision questions 

trivial in a world of certain outcomes. But the world is uncertain, 

especially for a Kenyan farmer., for whom the next year mayLbring drought 

or flood, locusts.or Coffee berry disease, rising prices or falling

!*' •

are

. ■

-h-...
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■Ipxljfees.:^ The role of uncertainty in farmer decision-making in developed 

countries is at least paid' lip-service, although the hulk of the litera

ture in this field, deals with programn^ng methods and'’simulation 

studies [Hazell,: Hildreth, and Sadan],

"S

Ihe few exceptions include sur

veys undertaken to test whether-or not the farmer is risk-averse." Few

attCTpts have been made to estimate the parameters of a behavioral ‘ 
model. . ..

in the "development literature even less is known. Countless - 

writers have acknowledged the importance-of risk-aversion in under-

standing the behavior of "conservative peasants" [Hassell and Johnson:
^■' • ■ ^ ■■ ■ - ■'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘::

■ few■attempts“H'ave been ma^^

• this risk aversion and; as.fess. its Impact. Both Kurireuther' and Behrman, 

. . the context of supply-response stiidies in Asia (Bangladesh .and 

i;:-.'.raail^d, res as .a

) tlons, and. both have found its Impact to be substantiai.

- also-been attempts to model, farmer behavior in a game-theoretic frame

work [Falcon].

variable in their equa-

There have

Itecislpn theory offers a number of alternative approaches to 

modelling this-problem [Tisdell]. 'In the context o^enyan agriculture ' 

: - tierevse^ to be no evidence supporting one of these theoretical models 

another. Accordingly, we shall choose that approach \*ich 

to, he most in'consonance with the vast body of economic literature over -
.rf. , : ^ . ' . , ,

the past century—the neoclassical model.

TOiis is hot the place to outline the development of the 

- classical model of behavior under conditions of uncertainty but 

features can be.outlined briefly [ci Arrow for bibliographic and'

. S' .
i*

over seems'

neb- .

Its main
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historical Infoinnation]. The decision-maker is seen to have a tftility
' ' - „ !£•**«*«* 
function with one ^argument, income, which is, itself, a random variable

- - - - - -- - - -—_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ *_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
with a known distribution. The decision rule, which is'' to maximize ex-

■'%

pected utility, can be derived from a sat of more basic assumptions re

lating to the transitivity and continuity of the utility function 

[Von Neumann and Morgenstern], ' ,

For example, let us consider the choices facing the farmer in 

Kenya, 'He possesses a set of-resources (land, labor, and capital) that 

can be used as inputs into a set of production processes, each of which

has an uncertain outcome. Thus, a farmer, for whom risk is an Impor-
- ’ ' ' - ' ' :. , .-.f-

. taht consideration, will'maximize hls'expected-utility rather than his

expected income. If his i^tility function is specified, and-if the 

joint distribution of the random variables is known, it is concep- 

i^ually a relatively simple problem to arrive at that allocation of-re- 

I sources which is optimal. Unfortunately, what is simple conceptually,

• is not always as simple analytically, and the next section will be 

devoted to limiting the specifications of both the utility function and 

the distribution of income to forms that both lead to behavior that is

consistant with empirical evidence with respect to Kenyan agriculture, 

.. and are also analytically tractable.

III. , A MORE CONCRETE DECISION-MAKING MODEL

Let us begin with the utility function. We will specify that - 

it be continuous and twice differentiable. We shall also assume that 

the marginal utility of income to be positive, but decreasing, as income 

Increases. ' Thus, U' > 0 and U" < 0. The third characteristic which ■■O’
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will heslp linit the family of acceptable utility functions is that of 

risk aversion.- We can define risk aversion as the amount of an in-, 

surance premium an individual would be willing to pay in order to ensure 

a safe outcome. We can speak of absolute risk aversion, that is 

- " amount of the insurance pr^ium,, R, and relative risk aversion, R*,

which is the proportion of an individual's income he is"willing to pay 

» V - as an insurance premium, terow [1965] has shown that 

■ , . -(3.1) R =

(3.2) R* = -YU"/U'/ where Y = Income

Clearly, any utility function for which U' > 0, U" <f 0, will 

. ejdiiblt positive risV; :a\^ Of greater interes t; %s whether these 

measures of'risk, aversion, R. and R*y are increasing^ constant, or'de

creasing functions of income. For example, if absolute risk aversion 

-- Increases as income-increases, then as a person moves from lower tb

/ higher Igyels of income he'd be willing to pay a higher insurance pre- 

. mium for the same, amount of insurance. This seems counter-intuitive, 

especially with regard to peasants in less developed countries.’ The

development literature abounds with references; to- conservative peasants 

unwilling to adopt nW techniques because of the uncertdinty connected 

. , .with t±em [Mellor, 1966, Hildreth; and Tadros and Casler].

very low levels of .income farmers are more interested in insuring 

vival'than in' taking unnecessary chances in order to increase expected
' * T.--

return. We would then argue that the utility 'function we specify 

should ejAibit decreasing absolute risk aversion.

Surely, at

sur-

What can we say about relative risk aversion? Arrow shows that ' 

relative risk aversion^is, increasing,-constant,, or decreasing as the
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income elasticity of the demand for cash balances is greater than, equal 

to, or less than unity. There are several empirical studies for the 

United States which suggest that this elasticity is considerably greater■ -J

than unity, and thus inferentially, that increasing relative risk, aver- 

" Sion is a property of utility functions in the United States [Seldon; 

Friedman; and Meltzer]. However, there, is no evidence of similar be-

We have no a priori grounds

for restricting-relative risk aversion to be increasing, ■ constant.

- havior among small-scale farmers in Kenya.

or

decreasing. ■

To recapitulate, then, we will specify a utility function that 

is continuous, differentiable, with the first, derivative positive and 

the second derivative negative, and lihich exhibits the property b’f de- 

cr^sing absolute risk aversion. Pratt suggests several families of 

functions that fit this specification, but by far the most-use-

y ful, because of Its analytical simplicity, is the semi-logarithmic 
function:^

(3.3) U = ln(Y)

For reasons listed above, we will assume that farmers in Kenya have 

equation (3.3) as their preference function. ' .

» .. the fknily of utility functions exhibiting decreasing
solute risk aversion - -

ab-are:

U(x)' = (x+d)’^ where 
0(x) = .-(x+d) ;diere

d > 0, 0 < q < 1 ,

d ^ 0, q > 0 
U(x) = log(x + d +(xW)^ + b) d ^ (b'\

U(x) = arctan (ax + b) where a > 0, b > 1
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As we stated In Section..!!, given U, one .gnly needs the distri

bution of Y, the random variable, in order to have all the information 

necessary to allocate resources, rationally. Suppose, for example, there 

are two crops whose physical outputs, and Y^ respectively,” are given 

"by the following production functions:

(3.4) Y^ = f (Xp Xg, . X3) Yi

(3.5) -Y2 = g(X^, X3,-Xg)-Y2

Let us'-further as^.uioie that , all inputs, X^, i = 1, 2 

by the far^r,- and that the prices pf the two crops are given hy‘ 

and ^2^2’ Then, income, Y, is given by

(3.6) ^ Y = X^, X3) Y161 + ^5^ V Y262

with Y^, Y2> '^2 P.ositiye.
■me varia^Tes y^^, Y2^ ^l^ ^2"

. mean, !. We are thus,.specifying that outputs Yj[ and Y2 are made up of

6, are owned, •«•,

are all random variables with
■*

- stochastic and non-stochastic parts, and that the expected values of Yj^ 

and Y2 are given by:

(3.7)

r

E(Y^) = 

g(X^, X3, Xg) 

'Similarly, the expected prices are:

(3.8) E(Pj^6i) =

= f (x^, X2, X3) ; e(Y2) = Y2 :=-
13

= (%> = ^2

We will- also assume that Yj^ Y2 independent of 6^ and 62;

in other words, the random disturbance that affects price has no effect

on output, and cdnversely.:

.4?
1'

• Only in the case of pyrethrum is this assumption questionable, 
for reasons that have already been explained in Chapter.!! (pp. 22-27).
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— What is a'reasonable assumption for the joint distribution of 

Yji's and 6^’s, .i = 1, 2, ,n? --Since their range is limited to 

■j positive values, and since the mean is unity, it would seem reasonable 

to assume that these random variables are distributed Ipg-normally, 

lie., normal distributions of the logarithms of the random variables. 

Uiis presents a very serious problem, since ffie joint distribution of a 

linear combination of log-normal variates (and that is what Y is), 

not, in general, known.

At this point, for several'important reasons, we will tak'e re

fuge in the Central Limit Theorem of probability theory, which'

3

is

states

, that any distribution with finite variance can be approxmated by a 

normal distribution with &e s^e.moments [Cramer]. Such' an approxima

tion not only provides us with a distribution whose moments are known, 

.but, equally important, the asstnnptipn.of normality allows us to con-_

■sider only the first two parameters of the distribution of Y, and 

siderabiy simplifies the analytical presentation of the next section 

■ [Tobin, 1958]. Readers who are not interested in the mathematicar

con-

, methodology should skip to section V.
, C

IV. THE ANALYTICS OF EXPECTED UTILITY MAXIMIZATION

It will-Simplify matters considerably ,if, in the generation of

the results that follow, we deal with generalized formulations of both 

■the utility function and the production functions. As we noted above,

^cif. Feldstein for
a discussion of the relevance of the log- 

formal distribution in the study of portfolio behavior in the United 
States.
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r
with a normal distribution of income^ maximizing expected utility in-
* * i '

volves only two parameters of the distribution of income—the mean and 

J the variance. Thus,

(3.8) Max E [U(Y)] is equivalent to Max U*(Y,ay) 

where U*‘> 0 and U* < 0

(For the semi-logarithmic function with a normal distribution

of-maximizing expected utility is given by:

E(U) = Qj”Kin(Y) 'expL-CY-Y)^/®^ dY^

This expression can be evaluated by a Taylor expansion of the integral, 

^ Uie resultant function, U*, is given by;

(3.10) .U*(Y,Oy) = ln(Y) - CTy7 Y^

^e resulting partial derivatives^ are:

(3..9)

.•a--

UJ = l/Y+2cry/Y^ 

U* = -l/Y^ .

(3.11) = -1/Y^ - 60-^ 7 #

U* = 2/Y^
12

U^2 = 0

We can also simpHfy notation somewhat by allowing 

.= covYjYj +-COV + cov cov6 7.^_ (3.12) a

Then

(3.13) .2 . p^2}2^2

4 _ 
Since Y cannot be negative, a constant must be added to Y so

to insure that the bulk of; the probability is positive, and the ^- 
pression representing the normal distribution -is really a density 
function.

5

as

This is possible because of our assumption concerning the in- 
dependence of the-stochastic elements affecting price and. output.■--A

-i

• •
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' It would alsa >e well to constrain the set b£ inputs available 

to the farmer. Ihere are three distinct types of inputs—(1^ those, 

such as family labor and land, for which the total supply is limited, ^ 

but which can be allocated among crops; (2) those, like fertilizer, 

which cah -be-purchased on the market; and .(3) those, such as tools mid

■i

- (foffee trees,-which are fixed and non-allocatable. ..Thus .we will assume-

the following:

_ <3. 13a) X= Xj^ + total input supply is fixed ,

can be purchased at price 

fixed, non-allocatable, capital

..input;:. ...........

Ihe objective function (in the two-crop case)with all its constraints , 

is givbh by :

...^^3=:^6=V

V (3.;14): J[TJC!0] = u*[ (PjY^^.P2Y2 - Pj (X2 -b X5))^. . _

Xg, Xj^)) + X3 (X - X3- - i^)

Maximizing (3.14) with respect to the nine choice variables (Yj^, ^3, X^, 

• ^2’ ^4' ^5^ nnd eliminating the X*s, produces the following

first-order-conditions:

;s :
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. “t h * n + “iWia) -yPz'‘2 -

flSj-EjSi ;;

-2 ->'='4« %> A> ■ ,

i-h -h
The next ..sec tion vill discuss some o f the hypotteses generated' 

by the-first-order conditions (3.15); from these hypotheses, tests can be 

■ conducted to determine whether Kenyan farmers behave in the manner pre

dicted by our model.

K0
I /

= 0

■■!' ;= 0
(3.15) ^ = 0

= 0

= 0........

r

—'V. ^ ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY IN AN UNCERTAIN. WORLD

' The .conclusions derived from the theory of the firm concerning 

: econcm^ be smnmarized as follows;

If firms act to such a way as to maximize profits, the following 

conditions must be met;

(1) the marginal value product of any input equals it.s.price 

and therefore;

(2) the ratio of' ffie maigihar phy^cal^roducts ofany tiro in^ 

puts equals the price ratio of the Inputs,

^ . (3) - the margihal value products of any input in 

equal. J

. From the, third equation of (3.15) it is clear that tlie second condition*

holds in pur model. However, we will show that,^lf the farmer is risk 
' ■*' ■ , ' ' 

averse, the first and third conditions for profit maximization willnot,

in general, be true.

;

two. uses are
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Taking the ratio* of the first two equations of (3.15) we get

(2P^Yj^0^ + ,

(2P2V2 ■*■

^1^2 - V(3.16)
■i

(^2®2 " ^3^

Let us define the following:

■ ‘ + “ir2Vi2
■ - - S^; 2^229^ ..

= BcTy/BY^ 'and 3^ = SOy/aY^, the marginal increments to risk

respectively. If Sj^ is grater ' '

+ 2PiWi2

Then

of'increased production of Y^ and Y;2’
than S2 then crpp 1 is riskier than crop 2* in any case we have: 

(3.17) Pj^f2 ^ ^2^2 ' . 9as
_.

i,e,, the margtoal value prpduct of any input intp activity i is ^eater 

than, equal to, or less than the m^giiml value product of that same
V

into activity j[, as Ae marginal increment to risk, of. increased ,

is greater than, equal to, or less than the . '

marginal incranenrto'risk of increaseld production of commodity i,' This 

result is analogous to that of portfolio-choice theory where investors 

|Ao choose riskier assets expect higher returns .[Tobin, 1965; Mar- 

■ .kowitz]. ' ■• *

In short, a ranking of _crops by their marginal increments to 

risk (Sj^) should be identical to a ranking of the'marginal value products 

by any allocatable input.. This condition for economic efficiency, 

coupled with the profit maximization condition of the equality pf the 

. ratios of .-the marginal physical products of any pair of inputs in each

r-

• V. . • '--i-
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of two uses,' makes it poss'ible for us to test whether the heavier of 

the small-scale farmer in Kenya is consonant with the model we have pro

pounded. ■■

- VI. THE PRICE RESPONSE OF KENYAN FARMERS

In brder to discuss price response it is simpler to change Ae 

.notation somewhat) and to generalize to n cases, where n equals the num

ber of different input uses. -Then in matrix form:

■ (3.18). Y = PF(X)‘ *

(3.19) CTy = PFV(FP)'

(3.20) E(U) =.U*(PF,PFV(FP)') +1^1 - X^) 

where (FP)' is Hie transpose-of-the vector PF, the vector of incomes’

from each crop,

V is the variince-covariance matrix, of which the typical ■ -

element is cTy,

Xjjj is the set of vectors of inputs for which the total quantity- 

is fixed,

\ is the vector of LaGrangian variables 

The maximization conditions then become:

, . (3.21) U*PF^ + U*PF^V.(F P)' + X =

U*PF^ -f-.U*PF^V(FP)'

From these maximization .conditions, vdiich are identical to those of 

(3.15), we can calculate the,farmer's supply response to price, dX^/dP^.

Taking the total derivative, of each of the n equations, gives 

■a set of N equation systems of the following form: “ ,

■ •Q-

0 i, constrained 

= 0 i, not constrained

us
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(3,22) Aax^--=5pR^dPj i = 1, 2,...,11 i
T

j = 1, 2 N, o • • ,
... ........... iwhere

I
= UpFy + U* (PF^VF^ + PFVFj^j) +

(PF^ - Q)(PFj -Q) + 2U*2.((PFi - Q)(P^p +
?

(PFj - QXPFVFp)

arid
■

'« ■ -«Pl + + PF^rlVy) + njj
. FjPF^. + 2U|2PFj^PEW^)

The solution to (3.22) is easily found by use of Cramer's Rule.

Substituting R^ into, the ith column of A

(3.23) dX^/dPy= \a'1"/A. ^A'l is the deter

minant of the new matrix, 

and A, is the determinant - 

of A

where

“'•'s

It is difficult to show analytically that A is non-singular, but the 

calculations which we shall perform in Chapter VII indicate that this ' 

is, indeed, the cas^. Needless to say, the resulting expression is 

quite complicated and ambiguous, since not only are there income and

^ substitution effects to take account of, but also added difficulties 

caused by the curvature: of the production functions, 

predict the signs
Thus, in order to

or magnitudes of the farmers' price response, one 

needs to know the specification and parameters of the utility function, 

the variance-covariance matrix of the subjective probability distribu

tions of output and price, and thb technological relationship-between 

inputs and prices. ‘

3

:•
li
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VII. ESTIMTIHG THE MODEL '

This section will be mainly concerned with anticipating the 

'econometric study to follow. This study has four components:

(1) The estimation of the variance-covariance matrix

(2) The estimation of the utility maximization model

(3) Testing the model

(4) Calculating the Price Response

We have .said little so fat of the estimation of the yariancer 

covariance matrix. This is a separate probl^ from the estimation of 

the basic model. What we shall do is examine time series of output and

price for each of the.crops invplved, extract the random cbmponent of 

each series, and use these estimates of the disturbances to calculate' 

the variance-covariance matrix. Haying done this, the g^'s became 

exogenous VMiables in' the- basic ‘model. '

:^e most critical aspect of the empirical portion of this study 

is .the estimation of the model presented in (3.15). The next chapter

will examine, in some detail, the data upon which this estimation is to

be based. In Chapter V we briefly discuss estimating procedures, and 

then proceed to estimate those equations of the model which'involve the 

production functions. There are no parameters in the other equations' of 

(3,15) which are not derived from the production function elasticities 

and constant terms.

Once these.production functions have been estimated, it will be 

possible to. test whether farmer behavior is indeed risk averse. As we 

noted above, if farmers are expected utility maximizers, then we would 

expect to find all three of the following conditions to hold:
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- (1) the non-equality of marginal value products of"any input in

each of its alternative uses;

(2) the ranking of crops hy marginal value products, for any

input, will be the same as the ranking of .these crops by - 

the marginal increment to risk; ■

(3) within a crop, for any two inputs purchased on the market, ‘ 

the’ratio of the marginal products should equal the price 

ratio.-

Ihese three tests will enable us to state whether or not the analytical 

model presented here adequately describes'farmer behavior.
- - - - - ‘-.V . - .

Lastly, by means of' equation (3.22) we can calculate the'price* 

response elasticities. It might" be well to review just lAat these' elas

ticities do and do not signify. First, these elasticities will not have 

been estimated directly by any type of regression analysis; rather, they ’ '

will have been calculated from the estinated production functions and 

risk matrix for the semi-logarithmic specification of the utility 

function. Ihus, they do not, in any way, represent observed patterns 

of behavior, but rather expected behavior, if farmers are expected 

utility maximizers, • In other words, if farmers, given current levels 

of. exogenous variables, maximize their expected utility, as we have 

argued, and if they continue to maximize their expected utility when 

the exogenous variables change, then the nimibers which we shall cal

culate do Indeed represent the short-run elasticities of supply.

There are some further assumptions which should be made explicit = 

before we proceed to derive the results. We have not allowed any ad

justment process to take place, assuming that farmers react

■J

If-
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instantaneously, to changes' in expgenous variables. This is probably 

not true, and thus the elasticities which we will calculate are most 

likely under-estimates of the true results. Secondly, these are short- 

run elasticities, relating to change within a time period (crop year)_. 

-duriiig which capital stock on the farm specific to-certain enterprises— 

coffee trees, or unimproved cattle, for example—is fixed. Since these 

capital inputs are of great importance in the production process, the 

scope fo'r changing- the input.mix in the short-run is severely limited. 

Long-run elasticities would be of much greater interest, for policy pur

poses in any case, but such long-run elasticities require much more in

formation than is available at .this time.

*3

/



CHAPTER IV

THE .DATA SETS
■ -J

Ideally, the model which we will be estimating requires ja cross- 

sectional time series of micro-level data on inputs, outputs, and 

prices. In this way we’would have information on both the cross- 

sectional model, described in Chapter* III, as well as on the random 

variables'which affect both output and price across time. Unfortunately, , ;. 

such a data set is unavailable. %at we do have is a cross-sectional, 

farm-level series on inputs, outputs, and prices, and an aggregate 

time series on; .marketed output«'ahd price to the producer. We intend 

in this chapter to describe"in some detail these data sets, their 

■ ..strengths and weaknesses., aiid the procedures used to liiik the available 

data to the variables specified by the model.

The first section describes the Small Farm Sample Cost Survey, 

1969-1970, which is the source of the cross-sectional, micro-level

data. Section II deals with the not inconsiderable difficulties of 

correcting the data. In general, this involved examining each of the

1350 observations (farms), and checking for inconsistencies among the 

i-505 variables. -This was possible because of the disaggregated nature

of -the data set.
-T.

Section IH deals with the stratification of the data set into

, ecological zones, i. e,, regions within which climatic and soil condi-' 

tions can be roughly assumed to be constant. All farms within each
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ecological zone, then, can'grow the same variety o'f crops, and have the 

■ same available technology. ’

A more detailed analysis of the variables obtained." from the 

Small Farm Sample Costs Survey is found in Section IV,

-describe the actual variables for which we have information, the way 

in which these variables differ from the variables specified in the 

model, the relative credence we can put in the data as coded, and . 

what, effects this-misspecification is likely to have on our parameter 

estimates. ‘ . '

■H

Diere we will.

The last section performs a similar function with the a^regate

In other words, Sectipn V describes 

the source and scope of the data, the deviation of the given, data set

time series data which we shall, use.

from the specification of the model, and the manner in which this
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ’ ■

misspecificatioh is to be dealt xkth.- - '

I. ■ THE SMALL FAKM SAMPLE COST SURVEY

The basic set of data to be used in estimating farm production 

functions in Kenya, is the Small Farm Sample Costs' Survey,'1969-70,

^ conducted by the Statistics Division of the Ministry of. Finance and 

_ Economic Planning of the Repute of Kenya. Kenya is divided adminis

tratively into provinces, districts, divisions, locations, and sub- 

locations, the last of these corresponding roughly to the areas of ' .

local government under the aegis of tribal authorities, the sub-chiefs.

Of the forty districts of Kenya, which,correspond roughly to tribal
- ■ ' ■ '■ ■ ■

areas, twenty-one (all of Hyanza, Western, and Central Prpvinces, thg'^

Rift Valley districts of Nakuru, Nandi, and Kericho, all of Eastern

> •

r:'
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Province except Kitui, Isiolo, and Marsabit Districts, and the Coastal 

Districts of. Taita and Kilifi) can be said to contain some,90 percent 

of African farms, ^ Seventeen of. these districts were included in the

Sample Costs Survey of 1969-70. Within each district certain sub- 

locations were chosen,in order to ensure that there were the requisite 

number of observations on each of the enterprises (crops) which were to 

be studied—improved and unimproved dairy, .local maize, hybrid maize, 

coffee,''cotton,_ pyrethrum,,Md_tea. Within each, sub-location farms

were'chosen at random from the list of registered farms (probably ‘
• . f. . . . . .

unrepresentative sample).

an "

Thus the procedure was one of stratified

^ random sampling, although it is not clear that the set oi?farms from 

which the sanple was drawn, contained the universe of all.farms within " 

each stratum (Sf. map on following, page for distribution of san^le).

- - , - Each interviewer was -given a .questionnaire which contained over- 

three.,thousmd entries. Certain entries, such as capital stock esti

mates, inventories, livestock numbers, etc., were to be filled out at 

• the beginning and end o.f the survey period—Api^l 1, 1969 and >toch 31, 

1970, respectively. Others, such as inputs of labor, fertilizer, in

secticide were to bp filled out on a monthly basis, 

instructed to ask questions such as "How much time did you and your - 

fsm^yjspend weeding maize this'month?" From a whole set of such

questimis the interviewer could estimate the total monthly inputs of
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ■

Interviewers were

of labor into inaize.

■ ^All of the small-holder tea, 99 percent of the small-holder 
all.of the cotton, and about 75 percent of the pyrethrum

. V ^ •
are
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' At the-end of the year, the information on the questionnaire 

was coded into '505 variables per farm-and. put on magnetic tape. Thus 

fdr each farm, information was obtained on the quantities of.all inputs 

used,, all output produced, the cash value of those outputs, the distri- 

. bu,tfoii"o''f. outputs between home use and market, capital stock at the 

beginning and end of each survey period, debt obligations, and some 

. socio-economic data such as education, age, etc.

II. EDITING THE DATA

The difficulties involved in determining to what extent the 

final figures recorded for posterity on magnetic tape relat^to the

----- ’’true" values are -enormous. Ihe problenis of survey research are large > '

enough in a developed country; in a less developed country, where 

fan^rs.Jceep fewi' or no records, where there is distrust of inter

viewers, where procedures for supervision are somewhat haphazard, one 

is t^pted. to throw up one's hands in despair. There are so many 

places where the information could be incorrect--the farmer's recollec- 

- tion could b'e faulty, he could lie to the interviewers, the interviewer 

could be lax or dishonest, the coding could be incorrect, or even the 

punching of data on to cards , could be faulty,- And yet \M.th all these - 

•possibilities of error, we shall see that we-do achieve surprisingly 

good results. "

Setting aside thie indeterminate question'of measurement error

for the moment, the Small Farm Sample Costs Survey comprises a gold mine 

of infdmation for the researcher—a sanple of ,1350 farms throughout the 

country, with information on all inputs, outputs, and prices.. We
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believe there is no similar store of information available for any 

other less developed country, on a nation-wide basis.

As noted above, as the information passed on its way from farm 

to'magnetic tape, there are many possible points at which the received 

data"set could diverge from "truth." Since I had no control over the 

collection process, it was necessary^for me to develop objective tests 

by which the data coufd be evaluated and corrected. Since the'data 

were in such a disaggregated form, it became possible to pose a series 

of consistency tests by which the most egregious errors could be eli-‘ 

mlnated. There are three distinct categories into -which these errors

It- ■

i

can be divided;

Domain Error. If any variable had a value exceeding 9999, a check was > 

made to see if the information was not mispunched. That is, punching 

information in the -wrong columns, could lead to results that were- 

clearly out of bounds,- such as 700.00 man-days of labor, used in producing 

coffe^ This was relatively easy to correct, as only capital values 

and land values were generally in five figures. ,

Consistency Error. Production requires at least some form of.labor and 

land-inputs. Thus if there were some positive-output of cotton there 

had to be at least some type of labor input as well as land input. Often, 

once detected, .the errors were easy to correct. A series of inputs into 

hybrid maizej with-no output, occurring in the same farm as a positive 

value for local maize output -with no local maize inputs was interpre- 

tated as implying the mispunching or miscoding of the output variable, 

and the value for hybrid output was assumed to -be in reality the value 

coded for local maize output, and the latter was corrected to zero.

• »
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Where there was but one errot (a missing labor input or a missing land 

input or a missing output value) and a corresponding error in another 

enterprise, the correction procedure was straightforward.: Where there
j ' ... -

was more than one error, the observation was generally dropped from the 

sample. It was also assumed that for permanent crops (tea, coffee, 

and pyrethrum) land inputs during the long rains had to be equal to the 

land "inputs during the short raips (cf. p. 60). Where this was not 

true, the sum of all land inputs was checked"to see if it equalled the 

total land area as coded..

Sum Errors. In numerous categories, both.the total’values and the com-
. ' - - - —^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^_ _ ^   _ _ _

ponents of that total were entered. For example, the total capital " . . . '

value of the farm at tlie, begiiuiing- and end of the period was entered as' 

well as the,specific categories—land, buildings, and tools.. If the 

total, did not equal the sum of the parts, then that set of-variables 

was checked, first for inconsistencies that might have been caused by

mispunching, and then, if it seemed reasonable, the total was changed 

raither than any individual part. For example, if the sum of all pur

chased Inputs into tea equalled 497 sh., and the various components were

400 sh,, 900 sh., and 7 sh, (a sum of 1307 sh.), it is logical to assume 

Aat .the variable value of 900 sh. was in reality 90 sh., and had been'

' punched in the wrong column.

All in ail there were eighity-three such tests, and 1324

One hundred and eighty-four farms had to be dropped from 

the sample because there was no clear-cut way of dealing with the 

errors. It was then decided that even though the resulting information 

was consistent, certain locations revealed a pattern of information ■ that

correc

table errors.
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This was especially related to labor inputs.was patently incorrect,
O

There were certain sub-locations ^ere labor inputs seemed to be^largely
9

These areas were excluded from the main body of the- sample 

on the basis of whether the average labor/land ratio was less .than

understated.'

twenty'man-days per acr^

•r

III. - SAMPLE STRATIFICATION

The vast climatic range of Kenya has already been discussed in 

Chapter 11. It was decided to divide the sample of included farms .into 

ecological zones within which climatic conditions are roughly similar.
-.■fie-

—The-ecoiogical-mapping-of—Kenya-has.,not_y.etJie^_jcarriei^qi^_in gre^^_

detail, but several■criteria have been suggested, dating back -to the - ’ 

colonial period of the 1950^'s. The scheme which will be used here is 

based on the ecological divisions found.in Clayton, which are .enumerated

in Table IV-1 below.

TABLE IV-1

, ECOLOGICAL ZONES IN KENYA—CRITERIA BY PROVINCE

Altitude Range (thousands of feet)Ec. Zone

Nyanza & 
Western

Rift” Central & Coast 
Valley Eastern

3i Balanced Mixed 
Farming

4. Kikuyu Grass ^

5. Star Grass

6. Grass Plains, Savannah,
Coastal Belt

Source: E. S. Clayton, Agrarian Development in Peasant Economies 
(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1964), p, 36.

7-9 6. 5-7.55-7

5. 5-6. 5 over 5.5

1,-5 4.5-5.5 . 4.0-5.'5-

2-4 3-7 . 3—4.5 0-4
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Ecological Zone three Includes some of the finest arable land 

in Kenya, suitable for tea, pyrethrum, coffee, maize, and dairy,.Most 

of'^he land in this zone is located in the Western Highlands around

Kisii, and across the Great Rift Valley. Zones Four and Five occur
... 5. .• ' , ' '

mos.t often in' the Central Highlands on the slopes of Mt, Kenya and 

the Abederes Range. Ohe Kikuyu Grass Zone, which is at a higher alti

tude and■consequently gets more rain, is suitable for coffee and tea, as 

well as the-siibsistance. crops of maize and dairy. However, these 

mountainous areas are not nearly as suitable for largerscale farming, ■ • 

as in Zone Three, due to the uneven terrain. The Star Qrass Zone is a

_ _ _ coffee-growing region. Zone Six is a conglomerate, includin^the low-

lying areas of the lake Victoria littoral, and the coastal belt., an 

area of mostly subsistance farming wi& some, coffee and cotton. These 

are among the poorest agricultural Areas.in Kenya.

IV. IHE CROSS-SECTIONAL DATA SET

Outputs. All outputs are in physical terms—bags of maize, gallons-of 

milk, pounds of coffee, etc. These measures are probably close to the 

actual, values, since records exist for those crops which are marketed, 

and maize in store could be measured directly by the interviewer.

Labor Input. Labor inputs, both hired and family, are measured in; man- 

days of eight hours each. -An eight hour labor input of a man or woman 

was counted as one man-day, while an eight hour input of a child (under 

sixteen) was counted'as one-half a man-day. Unfortunately, no informa- 

. tion was coded conceding the time path of labor inputs, and this makes 

it iBpre difficult to answer the important questions of the employment
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generating possibilities of increased agricultural production. Among 

the variables coded, was a general labor input. However, it seemed 

that different interviewers had different ideas. aj5„.tp what should be 

considered general labor, some allocating such chores as land clearing,- 

repairing of tools, etc.'to individual crops, while Others were more 

discriminating. In order to resolve this difficulty, it was decided to 

allocate the general labor proportionately among the various crops. Of 

all the -variables coded, the labor figure is probably the least re

liable. . '

Purchased Inputs. All non-durable purchased inputs were aggregated to- 

gather and shilling values were used. This raises ail the familiar 

problems of the use of value measur'i^s rather than physical ones [cf.

Nerlove, 1965]. This problem is compounded by the differing degrees . 

of monopoly power that exist in different areas associated with the 

selling of such factors as fertilizer and insecticides. Nevertheless, 

no viable alternative to value measures seemed available.

Land Inputs. Land is measured in physical units (acres) for each crop. 

Within each ecological zone no attempt was made, as no information 

existed, to differentiate land on the basis of quality. Moreover, as

cropping patterns varied from region to region (most regions have two 

planting seasons a short rainy season and a long rainy season), some 

common land variable had to be computed. For permanent crops (tea, cof

fee, and pyrethrum), no difficulty arose since the same land was-Jeept

under these cirops all year round. For temporary crops (maize, cotton, 

and dairy), it seemed that they were planted either during the long
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rains, or the short rains, rarely during both. This suggested that each
* . - ' .

of the following patterns should be coded as a land input of one acre:
-J

Long Rains Short Rains

1.0 • 1.0

1.0 0.0'
*

0.0 1.0

.. . -0.,5

All land not planted with crops was considered to be grazing land. This 

was divided between grade and native cattle

tion of total livestock accounted, for by grade and native cattle respect 

tirclyT

Capital. Opening and closing.value measures were cod^d for tools,

deadstock, grade cattle, unimproved'cattle, other live

stock, and inventories. As Yostopoius 'noted, stock variables are'very 

poor measures of capital services, even whm depreciated. The most im

portant capital inputs into small scale agriculture are livestock ^d 

tree inputs where the vintage of capital becomes very important. Value 

has been used as a measure of livestock inputs as it is more closely 

. related to the vintage structure of cattle than mere numbers.

1.5

on the_basis of the propor-

- T*'.

Ihere

-- pe no data on the number of vintage of tree crops, but as Kenya is

party, to the International Coffee Agreement, ho legal new plantings of 

coffee have occurred since 1964. Thus all coffee trees are over five 

years- old, the data of maturation. There's- no marked deteriorations of 

doffee trees for at least the first forty years of planting, 

puts were divided between tea in production (over five years) and Im- 

mature tea. Only the inputs into the for^r were conslidered, the latter

Tea in- '

, *.
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being included under the category of investment. Pyrethrum has a three- 

year life cycle; it is thus necessary.to assume that all farmers have 

'■ divided their'pyrethfurn acreage equally among the three vintages of 

■pyrethrum, thus keeping a constant ratio of services to stock acros^

- all farms. . .. .

- Prices. All prices are farm-gate, net of transportation costs. Wages
'V. - " ■ ■ If-■ ' ' ' ■

, Include that portion paid in .kind. For farms that did not ^ter one 

or another of the'product or factor markets, average prices for the sub-^ 

location were used. . . _ *

V. TIME SERIES DATA

. Before“actua.lly discussing the time series datai which.we will 

use,, it might be well to recapitulate the process by v^ich we intend to

"'job.tain the variahce-covariance risk matrix. Ideally, we would like to 

have a ttae-serie's of farm level ’data, from which we would calculate 

the actual random disturbances in output ovOT time. Unfortunately, the 

only data which are available, are district-level aggregate time series 

of marketed output and price to the producer.

These aggregate data differ from the m'icroeconomic data we re-

(1) they aggregate disturbances over an entiredis- 

“■ .trict (which may include more than one ecological zone), and'(2) more 

inportantly, they incorporate, changes in output that may be due to causes, 

Other than random disturbances. These include for example, changes in 

■ input quantities and changes in technology.

quire in two ways:
- r

What we wilT’attenpt to 

do, then, is: to extract from these aggregate series the systematic

portion, due to changes in economic variables, or to secular or cyclic
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trends^ thus leaving the random component^ from 'uhlch we will calculate 

our estlr^tes of the variance-covariance matrix,

Die data to he used In estimating the variance-covariance matrix 

were collected from various ministries and marketing boards, as well 

.as^from published data. ' Basically, the output series consists of twelve 

year time series of marketed output for small farms, at the district 

level, . This is also true for the price series. For maize, coffee, 

and tea, data were-available by district, whereas for pyrethrum, cotton,' ■ 

and milk, only aggregate data for all of Kenya were available. Of'the-- ' 

three price series (tea, coffee, and pyrethrum), it was possible to get

i
■ #

These series can be found indistrict level information only for tea.

Appendix I.

The n^t chapter, after a brief discussion of estimation proce

dure, is devoted to using these two sets of data (cross-section and 

time series) to. estimate the production'functions for each’of the enter

prises studied, and the variance-covariance matrix of risk for each

district.



CHSPTER V

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
■'J

/!•/ VVJ.V
In this chapter we shall present the “results o£ tiie en^irical • 

p^t-of this study—the estimates of the parameters of, the production 

functions and of the exogenous variables, the variance-covariance matrix 

of the fandom disturbances. Before presenting our results, we shall 

have need.in 'this chapter to explain our estimation techniques, and 

justify our choice o^l functional form.

_____ In Section I x^discuss the Marshak.-Andrews objections to Or-

dinary Least Squares estimates of production functions, and coilclude, 

that in the context of agricultural production in Kenya, these objec

tions do, indeed,., have validity. Consequently, we. shall use, instru

mental, variables as the procedure for estimating the parameters of.the ' . 

. production functions, using as instruments the exogenous variables 

(capital stock, prices,-total factor constraints, 'etc.) discussed in

Chapter III,

The second section deals- with the choice of functional form for

the production functions. Neoclassical theory suggests certain'proper

ties which we would like production functions to exhibit, and Cobb- 

Douglas production functions-fulfill this set of constraints. In addi

tion the Cobb-Douglas specification does' not appreciably decrease the- 

degrees of freedom, provides ease of estimation, and has been the sub

ject of a copious literature relating to the problems of estimation.

In Section III we provide the estimates of the parameters of ■ 

seventeen Cobb-Douglas production functions (eight enterprises across
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four ecological zones, although not all crops are present in each zone).

and discuss the properties of the production processes suggested by 

these e'stimates. We next proceed to the estimation of the variance- 

covariance matrix. Section IV deals with the technique which we shall 

use in -the estimation process, while Section V concludes the study hy 

presenting the results of this estimation on a district by district 

basis

I. JRODUCTION FUNCTIONS^-THE ESTrMA”IION PROCEDURE

Harschak and Andrews., in a seminal paper published in 1944, 

demonstrated that cross-sectional ordinary least squares estimates' of 

Cobb-Douglas production functions were both biased and inconsistent- 

because they failed to take account of the fixed-factors (management) 

specific to ^ch firm which influenced the process of choosing the 

firm's'toput mix. Since these omitted factors were included in the

residual, and since they were correlated with the independent variables,
. <* ■

one of the basic assumptions that guarantees that ordinary least

squares estimators are best linear unbiased estimators has been violated 

[Johnston], The conclusions drawn by Marschak and Andrews, and by- 

later investigators such as Nerlove [1965] and Walters [1963], are that

produfction function estimation requires some technique that takes into 

account the simultarieaity of the system. In other words, one really 

wishes to estimate a complete system of profit (utility) maximization

equations such as those presented in Chapter III (equation 3.15, p, 42).
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Since (1) Ordinary Least Squares estimators would be biased and. 

^.dnconsistant, and (2) parts of the system are non-linear, the technique 

which' we have chosen to use in estimating the agricultural production 

functions of this study is that of Instrumental variables. We have 

noted, before that prices, capital stock,"specific capital inputs such 

as coffee trees, total land and labor availability, all were exogenous 

variables within our time frame, and varied widely across farms. - Con

sequently we had available a reasonably large set of exogenous variables 

‘ which could be used as instruments. In addition to the variables listed' 

above, additional instruments could be found in the educational level* 

of the farmer and dumny variables related to theT.ocati6n bf~EKe^“fatm^^^'—
• 'ii

II. THE CHOICE-OF A FUNCTIONAL FORM

• Choosing a functional form for' the .production function presented 

something of a problem. Having-no priors on how hoeing and nitrogen 

phosphate combined to produce a bag of maize, it became necessary to 

choose a specification of the production function vdiich was easy to 

handle, estimable in terms of the data available, and consonant-with 

certain assumptions derived from neoclassical -theory. Among these 

assimjptions are; -(l) marginal,products should be positive; (2) the

. our model, the variance-covariance matrix provides 
set of exogenous yariables. .However, we have only observations on a 
district basis, i. e., within a district all the elements of this matrix 
are equal across farms. We are estimating production functions within 
an ecological zone, and there are generally several districts within a 
given ecological zone; thus, the district within which the-farm is 
located is a proxy variable for the variance-covariance matrix.

a whole
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marginal product of any input should decrease as the level of that in

put is increased while other inputs are held constant; and (3) there .

shoiuld be no a priori restrictions on returns to scale [Allen, Brown], 

A digression on-returns to scale: 

p,r^uctlon.to be a constant returns to scale process.

intuitively, one expects

One wuld expect,' 

that if one took the same farm, and somehow cloned it, the output of

the two farms together would be exactly double that of the original 

farm. Accordingly, one_ develops "stories" abput increasing or de

crees ing^retums to scale—the former due to Indivisibilities of some ' 

input (donkeys or tractors); the latter, to the omission of some con- 

^——stant—input-when^ll-other^'lnputs-are-expanded: Cmanagemeht of^and

quality, for example),. In those_terms, then,constant returns-to-scale.. , ■ 

is a method for testing'the specificatipn of.the production function,

.  and decreasing returns to s.cale suggests the omission of an important^

factor of ._production. ..This does not mean that we shall stipulate that 

our production functioAs exhibit constant returns to scale; rather 

shaii have more faith in our estimates if the sum of the estimated

we

elasticities is close to unity.

The Cobb-Dbuglas' functional form seems to fit all of the condi

tions enumerated above [Cobb and Douglas]. In addition, there is a 

copious • literature dealing* with the estimation problems encountered in

. using Cobb-Douglas production functions-, and this literature will aid

us in our analysis of the properties of the estimators. Many of the

®2me properties also hold fom other production functions [e,g,,, the

. CoMtant Elasticity .of Substitution production functions, the family
^ '■ ■ ■ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Includes the Cobb-Douglas as a special case], but these ’which

.
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production functions vrould be difficult to estimate given our model and 

the available data [Arrow, et al,], For all the above reasons we-have 

chdsen the Cobb-Souglas as the functional- form which we shall use In 

estimating our production functions.-^
' . _ . _ _

'The Inputs into these Cobb-Douglass production functions can be

divided into five categories—land, family labor, hired labor, pur

chased. inputs, and capital stock. Because of the problem of zero- 

. levels for some inputs for some crops, most estimatipns will actually 

use a subset of these input's. In particular, not all crops will hav,e • 

inputs of hired labor or fixed capital, for example. .While there are - 

a number of ways of handling the problem of zero-level'inputifinto 

Cobb-Douglas production functions, ^1 of these lead to biased-esti- ... ■

mators [Johnson and Rausser], Fortunately for us, for each individual^
. . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . •
production, function, those.inputs which had. zero-levels for some-farms

.  '^Raraussen, in' a study of farm accounts in Denmark, offers the
following justification for the use of Gbbb-Douglas production func
tions:

Most studies in this field have used the Cobb-Douglas 
production function, partly because it is so easy to use, 
partly.after.an' argument that so few degrees of freedom 

■ are lost by this,function, but without doubt mainly due to 
the experience that this function fits the data very well. 
When.one can readily obtain a multiple correlation coeffi- 

, ^ cientas.high as 0.97-to 0.99 and at the same time a dis
tribution of actual products around the regression surfaces 
which.is a near approximation to a normal.distribution, ’ - 
there cm hardly be. much wrong with this type of function, 
as a working hypothesis...

In future some worker may find a function which is 
more appropriate to the study of farm production functions,- 
but at present it would seem that there is little need to 
discard the Cobb-Douglas function in spite of some workers' 
disinclination to accept the constant elasticities, and 
linear least-cost-^combinations Implied [Rasmussen,

:;pp. 63-64].
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never were of any great importance in other farms, and thus the elimina

tion of the input from the specification of the production function
i • ■ ■

seemed a reasonable procedure, ^

III, ' ERODUCTION iUNCTION ESTm ^ .

In this section we will present the estimates of the Cobb- 

Itougla's production functions for jiie eight enterprises for vfliich we 

have data. "We will present these instrumental variables, estimates by 

crop across ecological zones, >

Maize, Local varieties of maize are the most widely grown crops in* 

Kenya, ahd are produced on 341 of the 410 farms in pair sampl'd;^ In th§' 

balanced ecological: ;zOne (Zone 3) maize tends to be grown on a larger - ’ 

scale, and the bulk of it,is marketed, while-in the other zones, less 

utt^le-for-large-acale-j-•mechanizeci--ap'Icuieure,  'maizeTs“grown“' 

basically for.consumption purposes, with only the surplus marketed.

The results are-shown in Table V-1.

As can be seen froy the Table, Zones 3 and 5 seem to have 

similar production functions as do Zones 4 and 6. This is due to lie

fact that in both of the latter zones the scale of production is much 

more limited,, and the average labor land ratio is much higher (153 

4 ' .ii^-days/acre for Zones 4 and 6, as opposed to 73 .man-days/acre for

Zones 3 and 5), Thus, in Zones.4 and 6 farmers tend to use more labor- 

■ int^sive techniques, 'while in the other two zones, land-intensive tech

niques predominate. Tools and pur^ased inputs tend to have similar

production elasticities across ecological zones, except in the balanced
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. TABl^l V-1

HIODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR LOCAL MAIZE

Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6

.732840* .061345 .524968* .145665
(.415594) (3.62005) (1.55819)

L^d
(5.56845)

.153251 '.283874* .087206 .357218*
(0.970143) (2.15550) (0.642976) (2.15163)

.161816 ■.135468 .023418 .144315'-
(1.42334) (1.83327) (p.38966r (1.55109)

Purchased Inputs- .002335 .2829.94* .139455 .145029
(0.04456) (1.83674) (1.10802) (1.422102)

.071180 .051447 .053931*. .053582*
(1.33813) (0.57123) (2.46481) .7 (1.73054)

Family Labor'

Hired Labor

r

Tools

1.05758 -.286782•--0.034268 -1.05133.Constant

Return? t6-5cale1.118017 .815058 .828978 .845089

7^ ..^2 . . ,..7087 .1684 .2968 . 3846

Ni^er of Farms 78 76 109 78

Note: As in all the.tables which are to follow, the numbers in paren
theses represent the-T-statistic for each parameter estimate. 
Starred estimates are significant at the 5 percent confidence 
level.

•«
4.

4-.

t

■
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ecological zone (Zone 3) where few" farms used purchased inputs, and the

elasticity of purchased inputs was essentially zero.
"it . ' ' '
'Hybrid Maize. Hybrid- maize is rapidly being introduced into Kenyan agri

culture, although it seems to be currently limited to the.larger-scale- 

small farms, which produce inaize as a- cash crop (this seems to provide 

more evidence of our conclusion that risky innovations are more likely 

to be undert^en by wealthier ‘farmers, i,e., decreasing absolute risk . 

aversion). The most'important difference between hybrid and local - 

maize productions, is the high elasticity of purchased inputs in tie

production of the former. Hybrid production demands more sophisticated.
. . . . . . . . . . . ■■

production techniques, including' the use of fertilizers and insecti

cides. This is another reason; for the limiting of hybrid maize produc- 

.tion to larger farms> since these wealthier famers are better able, to 

proviiie the case outlays required in hybrid maize production. The es- ' 

timated production functions for- hybrid maize can be found in Table

vl'- -

Y-2.

Coffee. Coffee is the most important cash crop in Kenya; 132 of our 

410 farms are engaged in coffee production, with the coffee-growing 

farms spilt, almost equally among ecological zones 3, 4, and 5. 

noffee production function results are shown in Table V-3.

for ecological zone 3 are rather disappointing with very low and
' .... -

with retums_to .scale'of less than 0.6, Clearly, there are some
- •

problems with these estimates. Moreover, the elasticity of output with

The

The results

•N

respect to land is very low in Zone 3, as compared to the output elas

ticities of land in both types of maize production. In the other -two

zones, the importance of labor was clearly emphasized by the high
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TiVBIiE V-2

HYBRID MAIZE PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
-J

Zone 3 Zone 5

Land .323676* .145590 
. (4.55124) (0.435503)

.064170 .171323
(0.377956) (0. 960717)

,275551* .225316* 
(3.211071) (1.855091)

.032048 .151515
(0.462712) (1.26402)

1.56859 0.691953

Family Labor

.. Purchased. Inputs

Tools

.-*T.Constant

Returns to Scale ■ '" 0.695535 0.693744

.r2 /
■ .6834, .3531

Number of Farms 71 16

. \

's
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TABLE V-3

COFFEE FRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
“S

Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5

Land .160799 
. (1.40099)

.17720^ .377972
(0.777269) (0.97351)

.336366* -.472213* .37003
(3.46771) (3; 03342) (0. 99959)

r ■'
Family Labor

Hired Labor , .060415* .172213* .339035*
(i. 77124) . (2.44611) (2.30585)

■. 0OO355 .247332* . 11703
(0.05575) (3.91021) (0.490873)

4.55845 3.82124 3.87714

Purchased Inputs

Constant
.-CT

Returns to Scale .55758 , 1.068850 1^204043

2
• . R^. .2908 ‘. 3323 .4735

Number of Farms - .38 50 44

* '

V

V •
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• elasticities.' Purchased inputs were also of some importance, while 

capital had essentially zero elasticities and was not used in our final
■5

specification. This is not surprising in that the trees were already 

planted, and little use. could be found for tools. This 17111 turn out 

to be true for all tree crops. ' -

Tea-Pvrethrum-Cotton. The other important crops in our sample are tea, 

pyrethrum, and cotton, all of which are limite.d ,to specific areas of 

the country. Smallhorder tea is grown on the upper slopes of Mt. Kenya 

and in the Kisii Highlands (ecological zone 4); pyrethrum is also 

grown in highland areas, but mostly in the Rift Valley and on the Mau
.ra

Escarpment (ecological zone 3); cotton is grown in lower elevations 

along the coast and Lake Victoria (ecological zone 5). The estimated 

production functions for these three crops can be found in Table V-4..

•

TABLE V-4 -

TEA, P'XRETHRUM, AND COTTON PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS
/

Tea . :fyrethrum 
(Zone 4|) (Zone 3)

Cotton 
(Zone 5)

Land. .689502* 
(3. 72855)

.255185 
(0.874094)

.399953* 
(2.71032)

-Family Labor .316404 
(1.35835)

.336758* .484360*
(1.96214) (10.4310)

Hired. Labor .4444148* 
(2.82997)

Constant 8.19049 3.15198 3.33881

Returns to Scale 1.005906 . 1.036091 .872763

'r2 .6835 .1939 .9139

Humber of Farms 16 45 16
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Pyrethrum seems to exhibit a production pattern similar to cof

fee, in that there are high elasticities for labor. Tea, on the other 

hand^has high elasticities of output with respect to land (not sur

prising since the land variable includes the large capital input in

volved in planting tea shrubs and allowing them to grow—a five year 

germination period). Cotton also seems to be a labor intensive crop. 

The remarkable thing is that none of these cash crops seem to require' 

large inputs of fertilizers or capital and thus, they are extremely 

appropriate cash alternatives for small-scale farmers in Kenya, in

areas where climate permits their production, . *

.....
Dairy Products. There are.two types, of dairy production in Kenya—the 

first using native bfhdd's of cattle we shall call unimproved;- the. -

i' •

second using imported breads (perhaps cross-bred with native .stock for 

hedrtiness.), which we shall call Improved'dairy. In our sample 

there were 100 farms using improved breeds, while 158 were still using 

native cattle. The former., while much mo.re productive, require many 

more inputs of a modem type—feeds, dips, and the like--and purchased 

inputs would be expected to have higher elasticities than those of un

improved cattle. Dairy production is a very land-intensive process, 

and for the most part herding and milking are left to the children.

One would;expect very low elasticities of land and labor for these two 

enterprises. One would also expect higher marginal value products for
I

rr cattle iirthe case ^^o^^ unimproved cattle. As can be seen

from the results (Table V-5 for unimproved dairy production and Table 

V-6 for improved dairy, production) our expectations have been bom out.
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mi'ATABLE V-5
■1

UNIMPROVED DAIRY PRODUCTION

Zone 3 Zone 5 Zone 6 '

■ ■■J

.294103 .497142*
(0. 735521) (2,57955)

Land .215596 
(1, 06080)

. 30991*8
(0.662194) (0.465573) (0.^397572)

'.J

Family -Labor, .142911 .073145 ' fl
Purchased Inputs .038969 .169691* .0060650

(0.366116) (1.75813) (0.527352)

.619764* . 270706* .239004*
(2.79197) (1.91394) (1.80760)

Cattle

Constant -2.40420 . 2.18407 1.50352.-

Returhs to Scale 1.18429 .877410 .869950“ 1

:2 .5492R . 1680 .1679
= J

Number of Farms 37 52 69

A.

■mm
V

I
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TABLE v-6-%
IMPROVED DAIRY PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

Zone ^Zone 3

" .007227 .172214
(0.45523) (1.45513)

.064303 ■.096661
(0.710991) (0.988108)

Land

Family Labor

' Hired Labor .069859 
(1.134418)

./ar
Purchased Inputs , 315585* .292241*

(3:450011) (1.88744).

.440332* .386211*
(2.00933) (1. 88112)

• '^1.22826- , 1.45022

Cattle

Constant

Returns to Scale .90529 .98267

2R .4265 .3502

Number of Fams 77 23

<■
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A .fuller discussion of t±ie Implication of these estimates must await

the next chapter.

i

ly. IHE VARIANGE-COVARIANGE MADIIX: ESTIMATING TECHNIQUE

; ■ The decision model presented in Chapter III assumes that the 

farmer has approximate knowledge of the moments of the distribution of 

the random- variables that effect his economic well-being, the random 

components of,, output and price which we have denoted as and 6^ 

respectively, i = 1,-2 

xlmate risk [Manges], ■ This knowledge presumably comes from observe- . 

tion of these variables over a period of time. For example, edch 

farrnei: has knowledge of his outputs and‘inputs into - local maize over 

the last twelve years. That is, he has observed:

■R, nils is a case of empirical appro-
i.

for t—1, 2, o,,, 12 •

where-. '

= Output of maize at time .t 

= Family' Labor input into Maize at time _t 

A^^ = Land Inputs into Maize at time t .

Hired Labor Inputs into Maize at time jt 

^mt ~ I’urchased Inputs into Maize at time _t 

= Capital Inputs ^nto Maize at time t 

Since in a time series study of production functions the 

Marschak-Andrews description of the economic coi^.ent of the residual 

has less force (cf,' Section I), it is'appropriate to take least-squares 

regressions of the following forms:

-
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“'l “2 “3 “4 “5 
= Ymt

One can then calculate the residuals, ~ *^t^^t^ have twelve
~ . it

points observations of the distribution of the disturbance tens. From 

these observations we can get estimates of the Variance-covariance 

matrix. ” These variances and covariances of output are the moments that 

the farmers use in making their decisions.

Similarly, with respect to the random component of priceSj the 

farmers have observed a time series of prices for each crop; in the 

case of coffee this would be: " . c

^cft

There are many models describing the way the farmer deals with is in- 

; formation, the most 'commonly used of which is. tlxe adjustment eaqiecta- 

tion model of Nerlove .[Nerlove, 1958]. We will, use a variation of the 

Nerlove.:mo,4el in our estimatipn of the'disturbances affecting prices.

If the farmer does indeed behave in such a manner in trying to 

quantify the effects of uncertainty on his income, this does not imme

diately provide us with information enabling us to imitate the farmer. 

If we had the same information as the farmer, we could perform the 

same statistical tests. Unfortunately we have no time series data on 

fam level Inputs, outputs, and prices. What we do have, as we noted

t= 2, ..., 12

in Chapter IV, are district level data on marketed output and price to 

the producer. Our general procedure will be to attempt to extract the 

systematic portion from each of these series, that is the changes in ■

output levels due to changes in prices, changed input usage, new tech- 

. nologies, new wage employment opportunities, etc. If we can do this
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we will be left with the set of observations on the disturbance term^ 

-from which we c^ calculate the variance-covariance matrix.

Output Disturbances. In this model we are assuming the following:

(1) Within a district the. disturbances affecting farm-level 

output are identical;

(2) these disturbances affect output multiplicatively;

■

- a.

and thus.

■(3) the disturbance, which affects the marketed output of" 

the ith cropy at the district level, is identical to the

, disturbance, y., which affects output at the -level of the
- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ■■ . ■ - ■ . -

individual farm.

Since the disturbances' are multiplicative, it makes'sense to ' 

use a semi-logarithmic model of the following form:

(5.2) ■= Q + bt, + clriPj^’+

. -- qi = tie natural logarithm of marketed output.of the 

ith crop

t = time ■*" . .

f.

~ , where

= ftrice of the ith commodity

= The random fluctuation of output of the crop 

Yi.= qi ‘
■/

" . There is one problem with such a procedure, 

have, make no distinction between hybrid qnd local maize production, 

between improved and unimproved dairy production, 

the risktaess of these enterprises vis-h-vis each other we will take 

re&ge in our model.

The ser4.es we'

or

In order to determine

If the marginal products of labor into hybrid 

• that of labor into local maize, tiien our theoretical
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model says that production of hybrid has twice the marginal increment 

to risk as does production of local maize. It is not a simple matter 

to go from this fact to the relative values of the variances of the 

disturbances'effecting local maize-and hybrid maize respectively, (cf.

. equation 3.16, p. 43); we shall make the rather heroic assumption,

(probably accurate_enough) that,the ratio of the variances equals the .....

ratiohf the marginal products. The regression results'for the equa

tions such as (5.2)-can'be found in Appendix il.

Deriving the variance-covariance matrix of the disturbances’ 

affecting prices is somewhat simpler than deriving that affecting out- - 

. put. This is because district level price-series-a^hoiild not differ 

very greatly frcOT faiSi^gate. prices. ■ Using a Keflo-viah’adjustment, model 

the regression equations which we shall estimate are of the follo^rtng 

formi.!".; ........

Prices.

.,(5.3) ' Pit = £(Pit-if 8t

where

= natural logarithm of the'price of the ith. 

■ ^ commodity 

t = time

•fit = random disturbance affecting the ith pfice.' - '

• As with’output, 6^ is equally calculated (p^|_ “ Pit)> thAse

point -es tlmatesy the variance-covariance matrix of the joint dis tribu=: ,

r ■

.
tion of 6j^, 62, ..., -6^. Since we have assumed that Yi and 6^^ ate in- 

dependent, the following equation holds;

. : , : (5.4) Gij = covy^Yj. + ®°^8iSj
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In the next section, we will provide our estimates of’V, the variance- 

covariance matrix of the disturbances affecting the-farmer's income.
-J

V. ■ THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX: RESULTS ,

. Tbe results of the estimation are presented in Tables V-7 to 

V-10. While the estimation was done on the district level (sixteen 

districts) there was more economic content in presenting the results by 

ecological zones, which have been the main sample'strata, we have been 

considering. There also seemed little point in presenting separate ' 

estimates for the disturbances affecting price arid those affecting out-,' 

-put, so these results consist of the cr^j's as represented by equation 

(5.4).' Bie units are percentages (of. expected income)'.

TABLE V-7 ■

....
VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR ECOLOGICAL- ZONE THREE, 

BALANCED ECOLOGICAL ZONE 
(Normalized deviation from mean expected income)

Local Hybrid Coffee Pyrethrum Improved Unimproved
Dairy ' Dairy

0.285 0.382 -0.096 0. 377 -0.150 -0.095

0.382 0.552 -.0,186 0.732 -0.293 '-0.150

Maize Maize

Local Maize

Hybrid Maize

Coffee -0.096 -0.186 0.442 -0.399 0.088 0.029
'r

Pyrethrum 0.377 0.732 -0.399 1.345 -0.265 ,-0.0,88..

Improved Dairy -0; 150 -0.293 ^ 0.088 -0.265 0.165 0.121

Unimproved Dairy -0. 095 ; -0.150 0.029 -0.088 0.121 0.080
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lABiLE V-8

'VARIANCE-COVERIANCE MATRIX FOR ECOLOGICAL ZONE FOUR,, 
KDarai GRASS ECOLObiCAL ZONE 

(Normalized deviation from mean expected income)-5

Local Coffee 
yMaize

Tea Improved
Dairy

0.924 0.065 0.799Local Maize ‘ 0.074

Coffee .0.065 0,526 -0.303 0.032

Tea - 0.799 -0.303 0.591 -0.171

Improved Dairy ' 0,074 0.032 -0.171 0.165

TABLE ■^9

VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR ECOLOGICAL ZONE FIVE, 
STAR GRASS ECOLOGICAL ZONE 

(Normalized deviations from mean expected income)

Local" Hybrid^, Cotton Coffee
Maize Maize

Local Maize 0. 507 0. 6X9 -0.022 ^ 0.012 0. 046

Hybrid Maize 0.619 0j734 -0.035 0.019 • 0.073

-0.022 -0.035 0.419 0.030 . -0.145

0.012 0.019 0.-030 0.120 -0.005

Unimproved Dairy 0.046 0.073 -0,145

'U

Unimproved
Dairy

Cotton

Coffee

-0,005 0.080

r'.
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TABLE V-10

VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR ECOLOGICAL ZONE SIX, 
MIXED ECOLOGICAL ZONE

(Normalized deviations from mean expected income)

Unimproved 
Dairy

0.115

-5

Local
Maize

. Local Maize 0.132

Unimproved Dairy 0.115 0.080

These tables point out many interesting facts, 

note the large'values for the variances of income sfrom any crop (the
■is

elements of the main diagonal) thus justifying once more our assertion 

that farming is a very risky business. For most crops it seems that

First, we should

gross income (price times marketed output) could vary by as much'as 

50 .percent' from year to year. Secondly, we should note the high levels 

and frequent negative signs of the covariances in these tables, a fact

which suggests that there is considerable opportunity for reducing risk 

by producing more than one crop, as most Kenyan farmers do. Thirdly,

-we should note that those areas with greatest net income (zones three 

and four) also are areas with high variance of income, which implies 

- .that the bearing of-risk must be compensated for by greater expected 

return. These suggestions raised by the variance-covariance estimates 

in the above tables, will be delved into more deeply in the next'chapter, 

model, evaluate the marginal products implied in the pro

duction functions estimated in Section III, and discuss the relative 

riskiness involved in undertaking any particular •agricultural 

prise.

as we test our

enter-



CH&PTlSl VI

RA|IONAI.ITY AND ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD
• ■*

■J

T3ie purpose of this chapter is to investigate the implications 

Implicit in the estimations of the preceding chapter. In.particular, 

we are interested in examining.the following questions: (1) What is’ 

the relationship between the marginal value product of an input and 

its price? (2) Are the rarios of the marginal products of any pair of 

inputs equal in two alternative uses? (3) What is the relationship 

between the marginal value product of any input into a given crop and 

the marginal increment in risk of tha.t-same input? In. each, of the 

• first three sections.of this chapter-we will examine one of these . .- , 

questions in order to determine if our model coincides with the-Kenyan, 

■reality, - ...

.Section I is devoted to the examination of the marginal value 

products derived from the estimated production functions. More speci

fically, we will—discuss the relationship between the marginal value

■ _ product of an input and the input price. As was explained in Chapter

Ill, we’ would not expect this relationship to be one of equality; how- 

®yer, if marginal value products are consistently greater than prices 

(vdiich, as we shall see, is true in the case of several inputs), there' 

must be some other extra-model considerations which are important.

In Sections II and III we will discuss the questions of economic

efficiency. We will examine the two hypotheses put forward in Chapter 

III (pp. 42-43) .Ihe first, which will be the subject of Section II, 

is that economic efficiency implies that the ratio of the marginal

• '
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products of any two inputs into any pair of crops should be equal. The 

second^ which will be tested in Section XXX^ is that the marginal 

value product of a given input into crop i will be greater than^equal 

to, or less than the marginal value, product of that same input into 

crop j;; as the marginal increment to risk of that input 'into crop i is 

greater than, equal to, or less than the marginal increment to risk of 

the input into crop j. We will conclude the chapter in Section IV by 

discussing the implication" for the evaluation of farmer behavior of the 

results of these tests. '

.wr

X. MARGINAL VALUE ERODUCTS AND INPUT-PRICE

The marginal value products-of'each of the crops with respect 

to each of the inputs by. ecolog"ical zone are presented in Table VX-1. 

We will analyze them in the following order:'

(1) The relationship between marginal value produce and input

price; and . -

(2) The marginal value product of any input across crops: 

Land. In two of the ecological zones (Zone Three and Zone Four),'

. ginal value products of land are clearly higher than any discounted

yalue,,of land. This is probably because pri.ces do not reflect the 

higher quality of this land (Zone Three, because it is 

suitable for. larger-s.cale, mechanized farming,- and Zone Four, because

mS-

a temperate area '

its altitude permits production of the more profitable cash crops). 

In Zones Five and Six, the lower Income areas, the price of land seems 

more in line with the average value of the marginal value products of 

land (cf. Table VI-2). There are several other explanations for these
V,
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TABLE, VI-1

MARGINAL VALUE PRODUCTS BY ECOLOGICAL ZONES

A. Zerne Three, Balanced Ecological. Zone

Local Hybrid Coffee Pyrethrum Improved Unimproved 
Maize Maize Dairy Dairy

77.27Land 157.95 218.73 15.55 63.59 93.10

Family Labor 0.85 0.56 0.26 4. 95 , 0.59 0.27

Hired Labor 7.03 . 0.36 15.48 12.18

Purchased Inputs 1.44 ' 3.27

Capital
(Tools/cattle) 1.23 1.89

3.45 0.28

0.33 0.08 ‘

;B, Zone Four, Kikuyu Grass Zone

Local Coffee Tea 
Maize

Improved
Dairy

Land 13.95 101.50 363.12 101.61

Family Labor 0.70 2.13 9.86 1.84

Hired Labor 1.87 1.47

Purchased Inputs 

Capital (Tools/cattle)

7.06 4.30 4.22

1.13 , 0.60

i'- ■
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Cs Zone Five, Star Grass Zone

Local Hybrid . Cotton Coffee 
Maize Maize

Unimproved
Dairy

Land ^ 

Family Labor

39.28 86.09 92.38 ,110.78 33.64

0.66 1.04' 0.43 0.84 0.26

0.20Hired l.abof 4.'11 .

Purchased Inputs 1.07

Capital (TooIs/cattle) 0.37

2.78 1.37 0.88

2.54 0.09

" D. Zone Six, Mixed Ecological Zone

Local
Maize

Unimproved
DairyV

Land 19. 251 30.86.

Family Labor 0.33 0.15 .

Hired Labor 3.86

Purchased Inputs

Capital (Tools/ 
cattle)

2.57 1.05

0.60 0.48

TABLE VI-2

MEAN INPUT PRICES BY ECOLOGICAL ZONE

Ecological' Zone. • Net Income 
(shillings)

Price of Land • Wage .Rate I 
(sh. /man-day)

3.50

(sh. /acre)

•^Zone Three
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ .

Zone Four

3479 515

2288 353 2.46

Zone^Five 

Zone Six

1257 498 l.<58

1358 333 3.11
<

X
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-high-tiarginal value products. First, most tree crops are limited in - 

acreage by government licensing practices,. or, as is the case in tea, 

by the factf that tea production on small farms is still in its infancy 

and is in disequilibriinn. Secondly, land prices were calculated from , 

— average values within a sublocation, and no consideration was given to

the amount of investiMnt in the land. Ihirdly, and probably most im

portant, in a country where land markets are rudimentafy at best, land 

prices must be accepted.with some scepticism,

labor. Except- for the extreoaely, profitable crops of pyrethrum in Zone" 

...• three and tea in Zone'four^ both of vdiich may be in disequilibrium, the 

m'ean marginal value products of family labor are extremely" lowi^ Ihis 

: is not surprising/'for;although Kenya is not a labor surplus .economy in 

the same sense that many countries in Southeaat Asia might be, there

.. are few, aitemative opportunities for 'employment off the farm, and- the

opportunity cost of family labor- throughout a crop year may be very low.

9-

s

This presents somethm^of a paradox, since hired labor cl^rly 

has^'a much lilgher marginal value product, and since there seem, to be" ' "~

few lan^ constraints (at-least in some areas). Though some of this dif

ferential between hired and family labor may be due to quality dif-

, ferences, the bulk, 1" feel, lies in the problem of timing. Hired labor

is.used in seasons of great labor demand (planting and harvesting),' and 

tiierMQr,fchas_almuchlhigher_r.etunui ,_In.. fact, - in ;many. ^Tway—

glnal value product of hired .labor "is greater that the wage rate.

Purchased Inputs and Capital. The marginal value product of purchased 

Inputs-is, in almost every case, higher than its price (since we've, 

used value units for purchased inputs,, the price Is one shilling). This
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is also true for capital except'in-the case of unimproved breeds of 

dairy cattle.^ In fact the returns to capital goods are extremely 

high* (often Cn the order of ten times the value of capital services),

- and this suggests that one of the key bottlenecks to increasing agri- ■ 

cultural production among small farms in .Kenya’is lack of credit 

-availability. This would take two forms--short-term credit for the 

• purchase of inputs used during .tlie crop year (fertilizers, hired labor, 

dips, feeds, etc. ), and-longer-term credit for the purchase of capital 

goods. (particula!rly improved breeds of dairy cattle).

previously (Chapter II, pp. 28-29), credit In Kenya has been dispersed
■.■■■ -V ' . - ;■ . . . . .X

mainly for the purchasing of l^d, .yihich while it haS; important redis

tribution effects^;-h^:'h-ne^igable. impact, oh increasing agricul^ral - 

incomes. We. •will, return to this point later. ’

. i

As ve mentioned

M'.

, .•: ::.We have argued that ane‘would not expect any clear relationship 

■between the margiml value product Of any input and its price, 

theless, only family labor seems to be used up to the point where the. 

opportunity cost i.s equal to- the price. Most other inputs seem to be 

unaer-utilized. This may be due . to supply constraints caused by- 

credit inavailability, or the shortage of hired labor during pe^

On.'the other hand, the underutilization of land may be due to 

(contrary to our specification) the limited substitutability ^ng'in- '

....

NeVer-

seasons,

Tuts^

^There is another explanation for the over-utilization of native
—cattles—Cattle^plays-a-very-lmpbrtanf'consumptton-role-in-pres-tige—;----'

and traditions of East African peoples [cf. ■ Ottenburg],
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Marginal Value Products Across Crops. .In Chapter III we derived the 

proposition .that if farmers are risk averse, the marginal-.yalue products

of .any inputs adross crops will not be equal, but will depend on the 

marginal increment, to-^risk of. each crop.

. of-^e^rginal value, products 

inputs,

This implies that the ranking 

across .crops will, be identical for all- T 

While -t^e data in,Table VI-3 are not really appropriate for

testing this proposition, they., .should provide us. with some indication 

of ^ether-or .not-bur expectations are fulfilled.^ That is, we should 

expect the ranking of coffee marginal value products to be the~ s^e for

l^br as it is for land.

Biese rankings ate given in Table VI-3 below.

*•.
■TPIE VI-3

lymiaNGS-pFMARGINAI. VALUE PRODUCTS BY CROP, .

A. .Zone Three, Balanced Ecological Zone

I^cal Hybrid Coffee Pyrethrum Improved Unimproved: 
. ■ Haize Maize _ Dairy Dairy

'U.

- . Land 2 1 6 5 3 4

Family Labor 

Hired Labor 

Purdha,sed Inputs 

Capital ■

- - Coefficient “of- —
Variation

'2- 4 ' 6 31 5

4 6 1 ■f*2

4 -2 3 5

3 2 4 5 .

0.3 0.2 •0.0, 0.8 0.2.4- 0.1

2

i
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TABLE VI-3 continued
A

B, Zone Four, Kikuyu Grass. Zone

Local Coffee 
Maize

Tea.. , Improved 
Dairy■i

2\ 1Land 4 1 27.
2 2

7-- -. Family Labor 4 2 1 ■3

Hired Labor 2 3

Purchased Inputs 2 3 4

Capital z: 4

Coefficient of- 
Variation 0.4 0.2 0 0.2 ' «

Ci-' Zone nye^ Star GyMa, Zone

Local Hybrid 
■■Maize ..Maize

Cotton Coffee Unimproved 
_ _  'Dairy

Land 4 3 2 1 5

. {■F^ly L^or 

Hired Labor

3 1 4 2 5
■■

4 2

Purchased Inputs 

Capital ;

4 1 '2 5

4 1 5

Coefficient of 
Variatibh O.'l 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0

'V
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TABLE VI-3 continued

i)i Zone Six, Mixed Ecological Zone

Local
Maize

Unimproved 
Dairy .

.
i

Land 2 1

Family "Labor 1 2

Hired Labor 1

Purchased Inputs 

CapitaT:

1 2

- ■ 1 2

Coefficient of 
Variation 0.3 0.2

While these results are;not.completely satisfactory, they are consis

tent enough to indicate the ordering of crops on-the basis of the mar- 

V . . value'product. ' In only thfee of tiie seventeen cases was the .

coefficient of variation greater than 0,3, and in only.one case was it 

greater than 0.5. The failure of the production function results to 

provide'a consistent ranking across all inputs can be ascribed to the 

_ various constraints vrtiich limit the farmer's ability to freely allo

cate resources in the-short-run.

;

r*

II, ■ ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

We iiave argued that the only profit-maximizing test of economic

efficiency that holds in our model is that the ratios of the marginal 

products- of any two factors into a, given crop, i, should’be equal to 

the. ratio of the marginal products of those same two factors into 

other crop j.

any

In order, to test this proposition our sample was divided
>

■
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Into eighteen subsamples representing aifferehtctopping patterns. For

example, all farms in.Zone three producing maize, coffee, and improved -
-s - ' , ;

dairy, and nothing else, were separated into'a subsample and tested for 

the equality of any pair of ratios of marginal product. In particular,

we chose those factors over which the famer had some freedom of allo

cation—land/family labor for those crops which were not permanent;

family labor/hired and family labor/purchased were otherwise appropriate. ■
" i ■ . .

These ratios were' then tested by means of paired t-tests to see

if the sample means of any pair of ratios whre significantly different 

fTM each other.. The results are presented in Table VI-4. Althou^^

. '■interpretation of these results involves some degree of subjectivity, 

it seenis fair to state that farmers in.'Kenya are relatively efficient’ 

in their allocation of resources among crops. •U

TABLE VI-4

. . RESULTS OF . TEST. OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

Nujhber of t^tests in which Number of t-tests for 
sample means of ratio pairs which sample 
were, not significantly (5%) .were significantly 
different *■ -----

Input Pair means

. different

Land/Family Labor 

F^ily Labor/Purchased Inputs 

- Faiiily Labor/Hired/^abor 

Total'

_ .Perc^tage M.ltotal..........

25. 4

13 3

6 0

44 7

86w3% 13.77.

jf.

> .
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III. RISK AND ECQNpraiC EFFICIENCY

Thus far 'we have found the following:
■J • .

(1) Farmers are constrained in their total usage of modern

factors (such as hired laljor, purchased inputs^ and modern 

forms of capital)';

(2) Farmers are efficient in their allocation of

among crops. _

It is -also obvious from TaJ^! VI-1- that the rnarginal value 

duct of any input in each of its uses are not equal. In Chapter III 

•we predicted this phettomenSn, explaining it by means of our model of 

farmer behavior under conditions of uncertainty.

higher the marginal value product,- the' higher the marginal increment to

resources

pro-

We argued that, the

risk, and conversely.. ^To test this proposition, let us examine the 

same subsanqiles that we used'in examining allocative efficiency, 

are eighteen of these- sub-samples of identical cropping patterns;.of 

these,-nine groups grow only two crops, another six grow three crops, 

and'three grow four different crops. ' Altogether this means that there 

45 possible pairings of crops,; of these forty-five pairings, 

thirty-nine exhibited behavior consonant with

There

-are

our model, i. e. , the 

crop with the- higher marginal value product also had the higher mar

ginal increment to risk. These results are shown in Table VI-5.
I

Thus, it is clear that risk-aversion plays a very important 

role in farmer behavior; farmers are willing to grow hi^ risk crops 

only if they get a Higher payoff in expected 

aversion may help explain farmers

return. ■ Moreover, risk 

are interested in multi-cropping 

(assuming no joint production). By producing a mutual fund.of crops
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TABLE ‘VI-5

RESULTS OF TESTS OF RISK AVERSION ANB ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

Number ^of crops 
grown in sub-sample

Marginal Value Product Ranked Identically 
to Marginal Increment to Risk ?

Yes No

2 8 1

3 16 2

4 15 3

■ Total 39 6
»»

P^centage of Total, 13.3%86.7%

they can gef tdie samp, range of expected return at lower levels of risk, ■ 

they would if they only grew one crop at a much higher risk level 
[Tobin, 1965].’

as

■ ■‘4 ..

IV. COTCLUSIONS
'■V

■ In Chapter Iir we presented a model of farmer behavior under 

conditions of uncertainty. In Chapter IV we described the data set 

which.we. would use to, test this model. The results of the estimation 

procedure were detailed in Chapter V. But these results provided little 

information, -in their raw form,

of fact, had ^e tests which we performed in the'present chapter 

validated the modpl, we would not have known whether the model

on the validity of the model. In point

not

was

estimation procedure incorrect,, or the data false. 

Foftunetely, the tests we have performed indicated that our model does 

proyide~an accurate representation of farmer behavior.

'■t..

■

I
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- Certainly, we were justified in our assumptions that farmers 

were both rational and risk-averse. Moreover, we showed, that if far^ : 

mers are risk-averse, traditional tests of rational behavior and
a ■

economic efficiency using profit-maximizing models, ask the wrong 

questions. .One should not expect risk-averse farmers-to. equate the 

marginal value product of an input to its price.

The only question of inefficiency.raised by our study relates 

to the under-utilization of total resource use, and this seems easily 

explained by factor scarcity due to under-developed factor-markets. • 

Having tested the propositions derived -from our model, we are ready to '
■ - - - V?*' ^

return to the problem raised at. the beginning of this study--the cal

culation of short-run supply elasticities.- This will be the subjesct of

.i

the final chapter.

!>•

r

yr

"■\r: ’■

‘••V. ‘



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

-s

OSiis, the concluding chapter,-is actually comprised, of , tvro

the first half deals with the calculation of the farmer's 

supply response to price under .conditions of uncertainty;-the.second 

half summarizes our findings and suggests area, for further research.

In Section I we derive and analyze-the results of our calcula

tions of price-response. In particular, we show that the presence of 

risk makes negative supply elasticities for a given crop .explicable, ' 

although price increases should ..lead -to a positive change in. total agri

cultural output. wV thin present the results of our calculatrons." .In ' 

Section H we summarize,the study, outlining the four major-concluslogs 

our results wittLreference to farmer behavior in Kenya;

parts

c -

_lhe poliey, lmplicatipns'l)f ohr study,; with particular reference to 

pricing-policy, the social assumption of private risk, and.the Improve...

.r.-
= :Ve;;66n^rrj2i

. . elude this chapter with suggestions for further research.

- - I., IBE . SUPPLY . RESPONSE TO felCE OF KENYAN FARMERS

Wejiave assumed,that farmers are both risk averse and efficient

- in their.allocation of scarce resources. What do these assumptions im- 

ply about short-run price response elasticities? We have described in 

GMpter lll tJxe method which we will employ’in calculating 

^ tic,ities, but^Jt might be well to briefly review the procedure and 

‘ Implications of these short-run elasticities. . -

these eias-

the
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The expected utility maximization conditions represented bj 

equation 3.15 (p. 42) demonstrate that the farmer chooses that alloca

tion of ^resources which equates the marginal'utility of the additional 

income generated by increasing any input level to the marginal dis- 

utiiity-of the.additional risk incurred by such an increase. Thus, any 

farmer who is economically rational in his allocation of 
will, upon'a change in the exoje^ous price .vector, shift his 

mix in such a^way as• to maintain this balance (excluding the costs of 

such a shift). . Since'wfe-are .dealing with the relatively short-run 

(crop year) dCiring which the scope for resource shifts is severely [ 

limited, we would not expect these supply elasticities to. be anyviiere 

near as large as the lon'g-nin elasticities generally estimated in " 

price-response studies. ^ ,

resources

resource

• -

/ffie .'Ray in which he shifts'his resources' is represented'by...
• ■ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _—. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;

3.22 (p.;45) which is derived by totally differentiating die

■ first-order conditions. We have already stated that we do not expect 

..the magnitude of these shifts to be very large, but we have^ as yet,

_ said nothing about the signs. The utility function which we have

chosen, the semi-logarithmic Bernoulli function, exhibits the property

of decreasing absolute risk aversion.^ Thus, as expected income

^The'assumption of the s^i-logaritlmic form for the farmer's ' 
utility function has not been essential up to this point. In other 
words, none of the results which we have derived so far depend upon any 
specific formulation‘for the utility function. While we can provide 
no evidence concerning the specific semi-logarithmic form for the 
utility function, there is a good deal of inferential evidence that 
the^ function must exhibit, decreasing absolute risk aversion, i. e., that 
wealthier farmers are willing to take on more risk (cf., for example,

• p. 65)

7

•* - * ■
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Increases, the farmer should be more' willing to take on risk in order

to ensure greater expected return, 

the incoSe effect of a
In somewhat more familiar terms.

change in a given output price, is'positive, 

leading to increased production of the" given'output. However, the in

crease in-any output price may-increase risk by more than it increases

expected return. Thus, there is no a priori statement we can make con

cerning the-sign of the substitution effect, and it is therefore not 

at all clear that"an increase in the price of any Commodity will have 

a positive supply elasticity. This , is illustrated., in the two commodity * 

case in figure 7.1, where ABC represent^ the original opportunity
... .'5S .

locus after an increase in the price of. the riskier asset,. and Ij^, I^, 

an'd are indifference cufves of the semi-logarithmic utility ffunction, -

Fig. VII. 1. The Effect of a Price Increase on Input Choice •L.

y
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Points C and C' represent the combination,of risk and expected return

which pertain if only the risky crop is grown. Points B and B' are 

. , the equilibrium'positions before and after a price rise.,' respectively.

The proportion of expected return- produced by . the risky crop before ’
....- - - - - . .'...'.''ll"' ■■ . . . . .

and after the price shift is. represented by the fraction fl-x)/AC and

(l-x-')/A'C'. Whether or not this proportion Increases depends bn the 

shape of the opportunity-locus, which in turn depends on the-partlcular 

■ parameters of thS production functions’and, the variance-covariance

matrix. Thus bpth positive ^d negatiye Te^sticities. represent rational * '

behavior, although both total risk-and total expected returii wilt-ti^se 

with an increase in an output price. The results of the price re'^ons'e

Calculations M:e pre^hted-TLn .Table VII-^l,

Itrinlght be well at this pbint to review some of the major 

set out the„,following questions, 

to be answered:' What effect does risk have on farmer beliavibr? Are '

. - “r* ■. *
- findings of this study. In Chapter I we

farmers; efficient in.their allocation of scarce resources? What are

the .bottlenecks that limit agricultural production? How responsive'are

: farmers tp changes in the price vector?
- .'-r ■ ■ . - ■ ' ^

■ We then, in Chapter II, presented a description of agriculture' 

in Kenya, in girder to> first,'provide a general statement of the impor

tance of agriculture within_the Kenyan econony, and', second, identify 

: thoseteMlogical.ahd institi^^ constraints which influence farmer ' 

b^ayior. Thus we examined, albeit briefly, the great spatial and tem

poral variety of bllmatic cohdit^s, and suggested that the seasonal’

''7.

^ ■

-/•
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TABLE V1I.-1 ' ^

MEAN.ELASTICITY OF OUTPUT WITH RESPECT TO OUTPUT PRICES 
-5

A. Balanced Ecologicai^-Zone, Zone Three

Price

. Maize Coffee  Pyrethrtm Milk

-0.6717 -0.0156, -0.0555 0,0230

0.0914 -0.0353

Inputs f-r- ■!l

Jamiiy Labor 

Hired Labor 

^rchased Inputs
0.0198 0.1446 ,

-0.0033 -0.0034 0.0042- 0,0149

Outputs / •

■ . . . . . . .

-6.0380 .-0,6764Local Maize 0.0381 • 0^,0518 

0.0611- 0.1106
*• ;

Hybrid Maize 

Coffefe . ; 

Pyrethrum 

li^roved Dairy;

^T^lmproved .Dairy
..

-0. 0416 -0*1070 ■

0.0844 -0.0062 ' -0.0008 ■0.0286

-0.0039 0.0004 '

6.1124

0.1782 -0.0001'

-0.0003 _ -0. 0024 0.1211 ■

• -0.0881 -0,0065 -0.0692 0.1944

. r

7'-' *

V■7
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TABLE VII-1 continuedV

B. Kikuyu Grass Zone,' Zone Four
■*

Price

Maize "Coffee MilkTea

Inputs

0.0118' 0.22340.0035 -Q. 0149Family Labor
■a-

0.0051 -0.0015 0.0011 . 0.3112Hired Labor

Purcha^d Inputs ' -0.0306 0.2303 -0,1115 -0.0814

Outputs

- 0,0201: :: :-o. 0517 . -orooi? 0.2231 '- Local Maize
• - I

0.0300 0.1344 0.0211 -0.0199^

0.0561 0.0404

Coffee

0.2245 -0.0466Tea

In®roved Dairy -0.0144 -0.0771 -0.1023 0.4432

• .. • •
C. Star Grass Zone, Zone Five

Price

CoffeeMaize Cotton Milk

Inputs'

rFamily Labor - 0^0654 0. 1345 , 0.0234 0.0055

Hired Labor 0.1432 -0.0583 0.0662 -0.0572 -

Purchased Inputs 0.0237 -0.0249 -0.0437 0.0002
r. . ■

Outputs

0.4672 0.0455Local Maize 0.0234 -0.0335

Hybrid Maize ' 0.5237 0.0722- 0.0511 -0.0722

0.0035 0.0712 0.0008 0.0000

-0.1335 ";Q.0004 0.0237 -0.0187‘

Unli^roved Dairy -0.0449 O.OOOO r0.1175 0. 2213

.Cotton

Coffee

/ ■- '
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TABLE VII-1 continued

B. Mixed Ecological Zone^ Zone Six

Price•5

Maize. Milk

Inputs

0.2213 0.1448

0.0788 -0.0006 .

0.0922 -0.0044 .

Family Labor 

Hired Labor. 

Purchased Inputs . 

Outputs

I

Local Maize 0.1543 -0.0055,

Unimproved Dairy -0.0009 0.0784 .-fS-

variation made agricultural production very risky, and that, consequently;. 

it would be inappropriate'to- examine farmer behavior without considering 

the importance of risk. "

While.the natural world imposes an additional problem upon the 

farmer, the social (institutional) world limits his opportunities for 

achieving an optimal solution. In particular, neither product not fac

tor markets work efficiently. There are, for example, two prices for 

maize—a buying and selling price. The existence of this-dual price 

8ystm--increasen^lsF“to~the farmer and causes a host of non-commercial 

considerations to enter into the production of maize.

In addition to the dual price system for maize, there are also 

acreage restrictions in the planting of coffee and pyrethrum; ineffi-

■t,.

cient capital markets .that limit the farmer's ability to purchase 

modem Inputs; and tribal j)rejudices that limit the supply.of hired
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labor. All of these market Imperfections act as constraints on the 

farmer's allocations of resources, and should be-explicitly presented 

in any model’ of farmer behavior in Kenya.

In the analytical section, Chapter III, we traced out the im

plications of a neoclassical model of farmer behavior in’Kenya under 

conditions of uncertainty. We showed that maxim-? zing expected utility 

was^quivalent-" (under the assumption that the distribution of the random 

- variably income, was normal^ to maximizing a modified utility function
•N

. S

with two arguments—expected return and the variance of income.^

Using this mean-variance ffhmework we derived the behavioral
*■ i' ' .fS

response to price of farmers acting according to the model, and put 

forward two testable hypotheses:

(1) A farmer will have no reason to equate the marginal value 

product of any input to the input's price,, and consequently, 

will not equate the marginal value products of any input in 

each of two uses. Thus, using the equation of marginal 

value product and input price as a criterion for economic 

efficiency is invalid, for it is founded on the assumption 

that"risk," the variance of income, plays no part in the - 

farmer's calculation. Tf. "risk" is indeed important in the 

farmer's calculations, then one would expect that the mar

ginal value products of all inputs into the high risk/high 

return crop would be systematically higher than the mar

ginal value products of the low risk/low return crops.

. -n -

'>

A.

A
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(2) The ratio of the marginal products of any two inputs in any 

pair of uses will, in fact, be equal to the price ratio of 

the inputs, and equal to each other. '

We ‘then proceeded /to estimate the liiq)brtant parts of the model— 

the varianccr.covariMce matrix, and the cross-sectional Cbiib-Douglas' 

production functions for eight enterprises across four ecological zones. 

The data set which we used was the Small Farm Sample Costs Survey, ad- 

ministered by the Kenyan Government, which cpntained observations on ' 

inputs and outputs for a nation-wide sample of 1351•farms, Analysis of 

the marginal value products of these seventeen production functions led 

to tte following set of conclusions;

(1) Farmeri'were constrained in the .total quantity of resources^ 

they were>able 'to use by imperfections in factor'markets.

(2) Famers were efficient in-their allocation of 

' across crops.•

(3) Farmers .were risk-averse and tended to employ fewer re

sources in high-retum/high-risk crops than would be.pre- 

dieted by profit maximization theory.

(4) Short-run elasticities of output with respect to output '

• prices wjere higher than expected, though some turned out
. ■" ':' ^ ^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

■ to be negative.

V-

>

-I

resources

III. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
/ ■

In many ways the present poliey is more suggestive than conclu

sive, but several of our resillts have Important Implications for 

mental policy toward smallholder agriculture. While these Implications

.-r

govern-
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can be divided Into questions of risk, marketing institutions, and 

pricing policy, all of these categories are Intimately related to each 

other.

There can be no doubt that the presence of risk leads farmers to_ ^

make decisions which are hot efficient from a.social point.of view,
■ . . . . . . . . . . . . .

though they very weii may be efficient from the farmer's own perspective. 

Thi^ is true since (1) the society should be willing to assume higher 

risk in order .to obtain higher rates of return (decreasing absolute risk 

aversion), and (2) the economy is able to pool disturbances .geographi

cally, thus effectively ^reducing, total social risk. Thus, in theory at “ 

least, the government should be willing, to take on the farmer's risk, 

through some method of guafahteelng minimal expected return. Practi

, cally, although this policy was used with great effect in the la^ge*
„ ' ■" . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ■ ■*-*-

• ifam sector during the pre-war period, the problems of administering 

such a pfo^am thrpughout.the entire small famn sector would be monumen

tal [Ghai and HcAus Ian]. .... , "

Still, there are many ways in which the government can act so as, ' 

_to reduce risk for the farmer. For-example, the .reduction of .-the gap
■ -pr ' . . " ■ , ’

between the buying-and selling price of maize would be of immeasurable 

' ■ significance, if, it were.coupled with the assurance that maize supplies 

would be available in case of shortages. Any set of policies that would 

act to shift maize toward the category of cash crop, coupled with more 

liberal provision of credit,.'.fhus reducing the farmer's year to year 

risfcji ^uld doubtless lead to the farmer's engaging in choices that 

would increase ekpec ted return.

. -/

■ fk ■

-

K
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In short, then, the probl^ of pricing policy) risk, as well 

as those caused by a shortage of credit^" imply that great efforts

This is especially true for capital

must

-5
., be- made to improve factor markets.

markets where increased capital availability would decrease risk to. the

farmer, allow increased use of modern inputs, encourage a shift in 

technique from traditional crops such as locallfiaize to hybrid maize, 

and thus generate increased wage employment in agricultural areas.

\

Some' of these are due to<The, present study has-many defects, 

deficiencies in the data set, which have already been noted. Others

are due to lack of data, particularly times-series micro-level informa

tion, which prohibited study of the more, interesting long-run supply

Stlil others are due to simplifications in the model and es-

Neverthe-

■ response.

timating techniques, necessitated by our own time constraints, 

less, -what we have learned should encourage further research along 

these lines, for it is only by learning how farmers do, in fact behave.

that the economist can offer suggestions that will help develop the 

government policy set which will.encourage the development, of the rural 

sector, r ■ „ - ■ -

*•' .
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APPENDIX-I

TIME SERIES OF PRICE AND MASKETED OU'TPUT FOR. SMALL FABMS -

-1 BY DISTRICT

I. KISH DISTRICT ,

“' Price of Output of 
Tea

fsh/lb. •>

Marketed Output 
of ^Ize 

('000*8 of Bags)
Output of. Coffee 

(lbs) ('OOP's of Tons)
Tea

«► •
1957 259.95 

469.41 
61P.74 
975.'67 

1136.62 
“ 704,54 
2023.81 

. 1722.39 
3423.53
1660.42
3213.43 
2468. 75 
1908.45

1958
1959 69032

22223
30917
19584

1960
1961 .42 225186 

535709 
807388 . 

1863473 
.48 2994510
.49 eif

1962 .44
1963 .47 ,
1964 .48

5839
20839 
81106 
40586 

■ 16463 -
188202 
134862

1965
.1966 
1967 .415

2654488
5627855
7968143
9826568

1968 .43
1969 .47

IL BUNGOMA DISTRICT

1957 100.37. 
148.08 
282.19 
445.-40 
515.10 
616.00 
637.^97 
365.54 
433.04 
484.81 
156.79 
597.61 
305.76.

1958 ..
1959 266247 ■

249372
188940
246506
106130
171815
292108
464228
689288
533608
412841

1960 ;
1961
1962
1963
1964 •5^

1965
1966
1967.

r

1968
.1969 *

e :■
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III, BUSIA DISTRICT
■1

Marketed Output of Maize ; 
C'000.*s of Bags) .

Coffee Output' 
■ ('OOP's of Tons)

27867.1959
1960
1961
1962
1963.

>
3052
17674 "
18607
43761
63919
19646

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969 2662

IV. SIAYA AND.KISUMO DISTRICTS

1957
1958
1959
1960

.09

.03
10251 .04
7927 0
46241961 .60

16.771962 6487
1963 2306 2. 22
1964 3258 25.67 

12.08 
5.01 

19. 96 
11.42

1965 29176
3341966

p
1967 7002r.-

1968
1969

3136
0 8.02

«.■ i

O

N
\
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V. MMDI DISTRIC^E

•V Marketed Maize 
Output

('OOP's of Bags)

Price of 
Tea "Output ^ Tea 

(lbs) (sh/lb.)

-5 Output of Coffee ‘ 
Codo's of Tons)

. . 1959
1960

.39 .6,6099 
53168 
31202 
35093 
10965 
138‘85 

121870 
193861 
151976 
217475 
114663

vr'-'.

1.74 
1.60 
6.08 
9.98 

24.26 
30.73 
26. 90 
10.84 
10.08

14332 .
61150 
100416.
211294 
532861 
580645.

2465665 
2419926 ' .43'
4410167

1961 -.45
1962 .46;
1963 .47
1964 .48
1965 .48 

: .49
.47

1966
196.7. ■
1968
196? .45 4.94

.fS-

“E ,

VL TAITA DISTRICT
...

. 1957
1958
1959
1960

15,62 
24.44 
32.36 
60.00 
65.90 
87. 80 

119.95 
96.57- 
86. 73 
70.31 
62.15 
32.07 
36.51

1961
1962
1963 

- 1964
1965

y.
3718

1966 ■S' 50
1967
1968
1969 -

X

■5

'1
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VII. KERICHO DISTRICT

Pr;ice of 
Tea

(sh/lb. )

Marketed Maize 
Output

('000*8 of Bags)
■r Output of Coffee 

(''OOP's of Tons)
Tea Output 

^ ■ (lbs)

102171959
1.6 b .
.12 
.17 .

9.59 
—7.84 

16.13

19m 6985
3291 -

. 21690 
597

, 9m 
28995 ^ 
40251 . 
57744 
161536 
17450 .

1961 - -:::;540142 
1962-545057 
1963 818295 .47

-1676260

.44 , -

.43

— 1964
1965 2576294" .48

- 1966 2702252 . 49'
1967 5443027 .41
1968 6723666"
1969 10156598 . 49

-.•48

5.69
14.96 
14.07; 
7.52

.44 -

•i.. •:.. VIII. NTAMDARUA DISTRICT .

9456 
43422

■ 60932- ^
54724 
44602 
34107 
39759 
75992 
5428 .
11904 
33606.

1959
1960

• s'
1961
1962
1963

• -1964 . 
-1965 '

1966
1967;
1968

: 1969 : '

IX. KIAMBU DISTRICT

1958 10.31 
79.50 

199.00 
419.37 
451.63 
853.87 
1268.71 
1740.09 
3558.86 
2942.16 ■
718;04 

3089.56 .

17711959
1909
2290.

17145
12596
4281
58109

196^0
1961 75398. .42 .
1962 * 570950 .49
1963' . 545492 .50
1964 1149384 - .54
1965 .1974666 .53

.1966 1422312 .54
1967 2641125 . 42 '
1968 3784767 . 41
1969 4326292

,r '

ik

230
■<:

. 0332
247

45 0
u I,

-I /.
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X. EMBU DISTRICT
P^ce of 

Tea Output Tea 
1 (Iba) (sh/ lb. •)

Marketed Maize
Outpdt of Coffee • - Output 
('OOP's of Tons)- ('OOP's.of

1957
1958

- - 1959 -
1960

386.57 
823.61 

1101.93 
1945.04 
2051.17 
2501.58 
1318.99 
917.49 

1441.83* 
2347.65 
1837.44 
1371.34 
1667.14 .

3981 
• 499 
26414: 
26806 
6395

1961
1962 3i70
1963 18541
1964 - 47935
1965 308562
1966 - '277^76
1967 11583'98
1968 .13700^

. 1969 1637067

5444
16945 
3506 .
9068

. '9345 
- 997-

XI. KILIFI -DISTRICT
sV;

1958
1959 3786

187481“
711478

23240

1960

.. :

1965
1966
1967- :/ . 
1968

230/» ‘

88906
645835

199

•'I-’..

54
93 -

V,1969

XII. MYERI DISTRICT

1960

252.32
291.32 

. 588.66
449.26
941.20

' 1063.12 - •
1182.60 
2343.48 
3817.07 
2223.59 / 
2936.78 _ 
3462.06

r
1404
162

1961 1459900 
1946400 V .56 
2228300 .50
3887800 .54
4640500

.48 3767
1962
1963 

. 1964
1965

1 ■ 1966 4073600
• 1967 12792700.42

1968 15789700:
15437400

2185
152

3272
53 20480

.54 1213
14062

.41 339
1969 .45 • 64
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XIII.. MURAMGlA DISTRICT

Marketed Maize 
Output

Price of
Output of Coffee

Csli/lb. ) COOO's of Tons). ('000's of Bags)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ’ ■■ . ^

Tea Output 
^ Qbs)

Tea i

1

179.51 
>362.36 
652.87 
701. 20 
840.00 

1700.50 
1683.22 
3652.34 
4509.-52 
1549.00 
3714.20 

. . 4069.84

1958
1959 _
1960 -
1961 ' 2500^^ .48
1962 24000^'.:56
1963^ - i:50 .
1964 333600 .54
1965 1043700 .53
1966 - 1030600.. :54
1967 2891200 . .42 "

. 1968 3784700 .41
1969 , . 4563200 . 42

6992'-1

-3934- 
20414 . 
50974 

' 24050 
11914 

117306

'■ )

154
9248
1674

*.- 13

XIV. KIRIHYGA. DISTRrlCT- ,

7376
750 T . 

.43056 
40928 > 
9602 
8416 

31358 
24153 
72879 
42991 
4929 ^

1959 s*

1960
1961
1962

>: 1963 12212^2; .50
1907638

983878 .56
1853. 74 
1845.86 - ’ 
2594.74 
4324.60 
2574.34 
2269.43 
1714.59

.54
; 2482307 . V53

1999249 Si, .54 
5257793

1968 6165182
1969 ■ .8185335

1964 
;.: 1965 

1966
.i..45 1/2 
.44 
.52

1967

'■.1

XV. MERU DISTRICT

1957 973.05 
1586.03 
1604.68 
2397.62 
2392.51 
3752.58 
4278.35 ' 
3941.82 
6230.31
5539.16
6351.16 
5200.65 
7673.50

1958
1959^ V 95734

90174
53379
76637
53260
62862
63498
35690
35832
34024
81893

-1960 , 
1961 .

43407 .56
1963 147857 .50

. 1964 455529 .54
> 1965 . 698172 .53

1966 • 1353169 .54
1967 . 380pO62 ' .47 1/2
1968 , 4363742 . 50
1969 ' 6422379 - -.-51 1/2

1962
r

L.
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SOURCES

Coluii|ps one and two; t The Kenya Tea Development Authority, 

The Coffee Marketing Board, of Kenya 

Cblumnrfour: Bie Maize and Produce-Bbard

:> %
Column three

II
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SMflJJ. FARM COONTRY-LEVEI, DATA

.i
Price of Output of 
Coffee ■ Pyrethrum

Price of Output of 
Pyrethrum .Cotton

Output of 
'• Milk

- 1959 “ 39^93
1960 35.84
1961 33.54
1962. 33.88
1963 29.03-
1964 - 35.56
1965
1966 33.26
1967 , 29.62. 9.6
1968 -34.22
1969 30.90

0.6 180.10 
186.69 
155.59 
126.68 
129.03 
144.86 
172.22 ■ 

6.8 ' 172.22
180.00 
156i,55 

,Jl59.05-

' 10.0 
11.01.8

2.8 9.0
2. 7 

. 1.8 
2.2

33.89 „ 3.3

5.3 - 
8.7 -953 

1456 
1160 .

10.8
. 12.2 . 

^ 13.1 1451
12.5 1885
14.5 
13. 7

>

SOURCE; Republic of Kenya, . Statistics pivisfon. Ministry of Finance ..
and Economic Planning. Statistical Abstract. 1970. (Nairobi: - 
Government Printer, 1971), p. 72.

. .*
■■ r
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APPENDIX II

/TIME SERIES REGRESSIONS 

A. OUTPUT REGRESSIONS (Figures in parentheses are standard errors)

1. Siava District \
Ln^dutCof) = -3.02185 + 0.30689 T -2.-15154 Ln (PCof )

(0.1492) . (1.2482)(0.8902)

R^ = 0.7329 D-W = 1. 9982

Ln (OutMze) = 10.4822 -0.59046 T +0. 046324. Ln(PMze) 
(0,06746)-

D-W = 2.0283

'• (1.9523) - (0. 2919)
, /

R^ = 0.3583
J

2. Kiambu District
n

Ln(0utCo£) = 4.53934 +0.19968 T - 1.1111 Ln(PCof ,) .
(0.4002) (0.0670) ^ (0.5613) '

R^ = 0.8258

Ln(outtoe) = 9. 38285 -0. 72429 T + O; 1077-9 Ln(PMze)
(1.9542) (0.2922) ‘ (0.06752)

R^' = 0.4356

Ln(OutTea) = 9.97372 + 0.399209 T - 1.06349 Ln(PTea_j^)

D-W = 1. 9758

■' .v; M „D-W = 2. 2415'

3. Taita District

Ln(OutCof) = 2.94934 - 0.0246 T -1.32333 Ln(PCof ,) 
(0.28028) (0.04696) (0.3905) -

R^ = 0.6712 s£ D-W = 1.2461

4. Nyeri District /

Ln(0utCof) = 5.29253 +0.229497 T - 0.278406 Ln(Pcof ,) 
(0.2089) (0.03508) ' (0,.29296).

, D-W = 1.9679„2R*- = 0.9220

/ • •
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In(OutMze) = 6.54774 -0.24631 T. .+ 0.07993 Ln(PMze) 
(1.4292) (0.2137)

= 0. 2513

(0.04938)

D-W = 2. 0261

Ln(OutTea) = 5.9242 +0.3261 T + 0.079437 Ln(PTea ,) 
(0.3027) (0.0497) (0.53541) '

= 0. 9316

-s -

r2 D-W = 2.4806

5, Murang* a~Oistrlct

Ln (GutCof) = 5. 20427 + 0. 20685 T 
(0.2k06> (0,04877)

R^ = 0.8747 ■ D-W = 2.0729

-0.69463 Ln(PCof -) 
(0.40817) . -

Ln (OutMze) =? 10.4638 - 0.67337 T + 0.096197 Ln(PMze) 
7 (1.69122) (0.2529)

R^ = 0.4702

(0.09619)
'i, -

D-W =72. 7517

Ln(OatTea) =,-1.25943 + 0. 75312 f - 1.25943 Ln(PCof ,) 
(0.87937) (0.1444) (1.53274)

■i.-.

6.. Wandi District

Ln(0utCof) = 0.12816 T -1. 30931 
(1.1846)

R^ = 0.6399

-2.2936, Ln(PCof .) 
(0.8932) (1.05904)

D-W =^.6596 '

Ln(0utM2e) = 10.1311 + 0.28906 T - 0.03863 Ln(Pm2e)
(0.03537.)(0.6989). (0.1267)

s- ■

R^ = 0.4262 D-W = 1.4536

..Ln(0iitTea) f 7.07334 + 0.640902 T-
(0.048035)

0.93921 Ln(PTea ,) 
(0.51068)(0.3638)

R^ = 0.9803 D-W = 2.7883

7. Klsll District

ln(0utCof) = 8.98438 + 0.006089 T + 1.14617 Ln(PCof ,) 
(2.2766) (0.07046) (1.9517)

R^ = 0.4808■ ■ »■ D-W.= 1.4592
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Ln(OutMze) = 7.86120 -0.035512 T. + 0.07099 Ln(PMze)
(0.81658) (0.12216) (0.02822)

. = 0.5138 D-W = 2. 0850

I,n(OutTea) = 12.2054 + 0.314036 T + 0.09565 Ln(PXea ,) 
^ (0.31977) (0.054744). (0.52627)

'5^:- R^ = 0.9353 D-W = 2.7408

8. Nvandarua District ,

Ln(OutM2e) = 10. 2653 :-0.139667 T + 0. 035277-in(PM2e) 
(0.-637924) (0.,095398)

- R^ = 0.2718

(0.022041)

■D-W’= 2.3387

t
9. Kericho District'

Ln(0utCof) = -2.06655 + 0.41689 T - 0.198878, Ln(PCof ,) 
(6.32724) (0.19218) (6.37291) :

R^ = 6.4802 D-W = 1.6895

I.n(OutMze)-= 8.06075 + 0.342261 T - 0.031186 Ln(PMze)
(0.03558)“ (1.02981) (0.154004)

R^= 0.3946 D-W = 2.3054

Ln(OutTea) = 11.5691 + 0.41587 T + 0.439209 Ln(PTeai) 
(0.17119) (0.02257) (0.22927)

R^ = 0. 9863 D-W = 2.3145

10. Bungoma District

Ln(OutMze) ' = /16.1298 -0. 080991 T + 0. 0083255 Ln(PMze)
- ; . (0.81995) (0.12262) (0.028331)

/ ■

r2 = 0.0532 D-W = 1.4364

11. mTION-'Wlde Series

In(CotOut) = 2.13977 + 0,083696 T - 0.429238 Ln(PCot)
(0. 021518)(0.14798) (0.169277)

R^ =0.6566 D-W = 2.4092
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Ln(PyrOut) = -0.970417 + 0.195835 T + 0.173067 Ln(PPyr O 

(0.38128) (0.05576) (0.080198), “

D-W = 0.9057= 0.8450

Ln(Ouliik) = 10.6564 + 0.084224 T - 0.101132 Ln(PMk) 
(0. 73500) (0.029439)

------- . r2 =,0.7416

(1.68312)

D-W = 1.6687

B. PRICE REGRESSIONS (Country-Wide) 

1. Tea

. Ln(PTea) = -0.50448 0.047471 T - 0.258715 Ln(PTea ,) 
(0.09919) (0.016296) (0.17188) .

2
R = 0.6012 D-W = 1.2631

.iS-

2. Pyrethrum

Ln(PPyr) = 4.95017 + 0.044678 T- 0.20273 Ln(PPyr -)
(0.029399) (0.10896)-(0.12211)

r,2
- R*- = 0.3384 ■ . D-W = 0.-7023

. 3. Coffee

Ln(PCof) = -0.930601 -+< 0.165836 Ln(PCof .) 
(0.072644) (0.069910)

R^ = 0.3848 D-W = 2.8895

'.i-" ' 
\. .

■;

■ ■ • /
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